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As Result Of American Response

1-

13-Month Hostage Crisis
Moves Toward Solution
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (
— The 13month-old U.S. hostage crisis has moved closer to a solution as a result of the
latest American response to Iranian
demands for release of the 52 captives,
the speaker of the Iranian Parliament
said in Tehran today.
Hashemi Rafsanjani told reporters
that the U.S.- clarification delivered
Thursday by Algerian diplomats "has
come closer to solving the problem"
and that the issue would not be reexamined by Parliament, or Majlis.
"In the past the U.S. has accepted our
demands in principle," Rafsanjani told
a news conference."But this time it has

taken more clear steps in executing
them."
His comments come on the heels of
statements Sunday by Behzad Nabavi,
head of the government commission
studying the issue, that the U.S.
response is more favorable to Iran.
The developments came as the
Algerian diplomats remained in Tehran
awaiting instructions from the Iranians
for relay to the United States.
On Sunday, Navabi said "Totally, I
can tell you that there are some
changes,favorable changes for us."
Iran has demanded the U.S. government return the wealth of the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and his
closest relatives, drop lawsuits against

RETIRED TEACHER AWARDS — Freed Curd, second from left, and Dr.
Harry Sparks, second from right, received awards of appreciation from the
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association at the association's
banquet. Presenting the awards are Carman Parka, left, association
president, and Prentice Lassiter, right, vice president. Curd is the 5th ,
District state representative and a teacher at Calloway County High
School. Sparks, past president of Murray State University and former state
superintendent of public instruction, is presently on the Legislative Committee of the Kentucky Retired Teachers Association.

Results Announced Of
ACSC Dec. 1 Election
Results of the December 1, election of
ASC Community Committeemen for
1980 were announced today by David E.
Riley, county executive director of the
Calloway
County
Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation (ASCS)
Office. Farmers elected to the committees were:
Community A — Charles M. Burkeen,
chairman, Larry Hale, vice-chairman,
Jim Kelly regular member, Gary
Evans,first alternate, Mark A. Wilson,
second alternate.
Community B — James G. Wilson,
chairman, Thomas D. Lax, vicechairman, Calvin Hall, regular
member, Eurie R. Smith, first alternate, Wade E.Green,seconcralternate.
Community C — Darrell G. Clark,
chairman, W. N. "Billy" Murdock,
vice-chairman, James Euel Erwin,
regular member, Billy M. Paschall,
first alternate, Marty( Carraway, second alternate;
Community D — Baron Palmer,
chairman, Danny Darnell, vicechairman, Mike Burchett, regular
member, Steve Carraway, first alternate, Keith Norsworthy, second alternate.
Riley also announced the County ASC
Convention will be held on Thursday,
December 11, 1980, at 9 a.m. at the

ASCS Office, when one three-year county committee member will be elected,
and delegates will also elect a county
committee chairman, vice-chairman
and regular member and two alternates to the committee for the coming
year. The recently elected ASC community committee chairman, vicechairman and regular member
• automatically become delegates to the
county convention. The convention is
open to the public.

Huddleston's Office,
MSU To Hold Meeting
On Farmer Assistance
Murray State University, in cooperation with Senator Walter D. Huddleston's office, will sponsor a meeting
to resolve uncertainities that exist concerning disaster, assistance for
farmers.
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 16,in the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Jack Scott, Small Business Administration, and Bill Burnette, Farms
Home Administration, will discuss
their programs.
A question and answer period will
follow.

Ati.IC.LI

Iran, release $11 billion in Iranian assets
frozen in U.S. banks and pledge not to
interfere in Iran's affairs in exchange
for the hostages.
Informed sources said the latest U.S.
clarifications contained no objection to
the non-interference pledge and unfreezing the assets, and offered
assistance in fighting the legal claims
against Iran and help in locating the
whereabouts of at least some of the
shah's fortune.
Nebavi's comments, in an interview
Sunday with Greek television in
Tehran, represented the first real indication of government reaction to the
U.S. clarifications that were requested
by Iran last month.
The response has been under study
since Thursday when it was explained
by Algerian envoys who are acting as
intermediaries at Iran's request. The
diplomats remained in Tehran awaiting
instructions for relay to Washington.
Nabavi said the hostages were in
good health and would soon be
transferred to the custody of the
government by the militants holding
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran since Nov.
4, 1979.

POST OFFICE FLAG — U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard (left) and Murray postmaster Virgil Gilliam examine the flag flown
over the Capitol that Hubbard presented to the new Murray post office. The presentation was made during the
dedication of the building Sunday afternoon. Post office and local government officials were on hand for the event.
Following the dedication, an open house was held inside the post office.(See related photos and story on Page 5.)

Community Chorus Will Present
Program At Library On Tuesday

But he refused to state their location,
saying only they had to be rounded up
from several points. The whereabouts
of the captives has not been confirmed
since the U.S. attempt to rescue them
failed in April.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's
revolutionary leader, declared Sunday
that both the United States and the
Soviet Union want to destroy Iran.
"Keep always in mind that the East
and West are our enemies and
whatever they give us is meant lor our
destruction," he said.
He also warned against attempts to
"establish a dictatorial state," a
reference to the power struggle
between President Abolhassan Barn-.
Sadr, a moderate,and-Prime Minister .
Mohammad Ali Rajai, supported by
hard-liners.
Iran and Iraq blasted each other's oil
centers with heavy artillery and
helicopter gunships today as troops and
tanks battled around the four major
cities of Iran's main oil province of
Khuzistan, war communiques reported.

'Second Tuesday' Fine
Arts Program Set
At Murray Art Guild
Another "Second Tuesday" fine arts
program will be presented Tuesday,
Dec. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Art
Guild,located at 103 North Sixth Street.
This is free and open to the public.
Members of the Young Actors' Guild
will be featured in Christmas related
readings. Joe Jackson, Fine Arts Director, WKMS,: will provide accompaniment for vocal renditions of Christmas
carols.

"Rehearsal of the First Christmas
Performance" is the title of the program to be presented by the newly
formed Community Chorus, on Tuesday,Dec.9,at 7:30 p.m. They will make
their first public appearance in the
meeting room of the Calloway County
Public Library in conjunction with the
opening of the Library's "celebration
of Christmas."
Dr. William Pai sons, - Dean of
Creative Expression at Murray State
University, will narrate the performance which will include featured
ensembles and instrumental selections.
Favorite Christmas Carols and
children's songs"Up On the Housetop,"
and "Jolly Old St. Nicholas," will be
sung by the Chorus. "Silent Night" and
"Do You Hear What! Hear" will be the
selections sung by a special ensemble
from the group. "The Carol of the
Bells," will be one of the numbers
highlighted during the program.
Suzanne Johnson:assisted by Pam
Matlick, will accompany the chorus on
the piano, and instrumental numbers
will be Played by *Eldon Matlick on the
French horn, Kathleen Stoddard on the
guitar, and Dr. Bryan Thacker, tenor
recorder.
The chorus, under the direction of Dr.
Irma Collins, has been in existence for
only four weeks and has 55 members.
At present,the group meets every Monday evening at 7:30 in the meeting room
of the Public Library. They will be singing at several community functions
during the holiday season. "Anyone
high-school age and older is invited to
join the chorus as it is an ongoing

organization," Dr. Collins stated."You
do not have to audition or be able to
read music," she further added.,"The

LIBRARY DECORATION — Carolyn Adams, left, and Gerri Reed put
Finishing touches on the holiday setting in the main room of the Calloway
County Public Library. The setting, using the theme of "Christmas—Past,"
was done under the direction of the two women, who are members of the
library staff. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and the Pike Little Sisters assisted
with the project. The public is invited to the library's "A Celebration of
Christmas" at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday. The Community Chorus will perform in
the meeting room of the main library followed,fty a tour of the main library
and the Library Arts Annex, which are all decorated with the "Christmas—Past" theme.

Cooper,Scarborough
Enter Guilty Pleas
In Circuit Court

••••••".

•

Roger Cooper entered a plea of guilty
in Calloway County Circuit Court last
week to eight counts of theft from Murray Warehousing Corp. Inc. by creating
or reinforcing a false impression, according to a court spokesman.
All but one of the counts against
Cooper, who was employed by the corporation, involved amounts greater
than $1,000,the spokesman said.
Commonwealth's attorney Ron
Christopher recommended one year in
the penitentiary on each count to be
served concurrently. Sentencing date
was set for Jan.9.
In other court action, Terry Scarborough pled guilty to trafficking in a
Schedule II non-narcotic. The commonwealth recommended two years in
the penitentiary on the offense. Final
sentencing will be Jan. 9.

•
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Pictures and a story on Sunday's dedication of the new Murray Post Office appear on Page 5, while pictures of Saturday's Rotary Club
('hristmas Parade are on Page 8.
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WINNING SCHOOL FLOAT — The Murray Middle School float, "Visions of Sugarplums," won first place in the
school division in Saturday's Rotary Club Christmas Parade. MMS received $100 for winning. Eastwood Christian
School won $75 for the second place float followed by Carter Elementary Schrfol which won third and was awar.
ded $50. The WNBS-WAAW float won first place in the commercial division followed by Trinity Christian Center,
second, and "Christmas in the Park" by the Murray-Calloway County Parks Board, third. Winners in the commercial
division were awarded trophies. Approximately 100 units participated in the parade.
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Donna Jackson who had ma*
one to show the group.

Martha Clark Butterworth
will open her home for the
meeting of the South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club to
be held on Wednesday, Dec.
10, at 11 a.m.
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Jo Curris, local attorney, entertainments favored Be tistic medium
through which
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Mrs. Eugene 0. Sowell of
Aurora announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her youngest
daughter, Dr. Wendy Yvonne
Sowell,to James William Gibson II, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Gibson of Benton
Route 4.
The wedding will take place •
on Saturday, Dec. 27, at 4 p.m.
at the Union Ridge United
Methodist Church, Aurora. A
reception will follow at the
home of the bride-elect's
mother.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

ye(kt

Practical Nurses
Of District 17 l'o •
Hold Party Here
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HEALTH
Prostate treatment changes
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I had
a prostate operation in 1974 I
just had my 70th birthday.
The urologist did what he
called a radical prostate. He
removed the prostate gland
and both testicles. He said it
Ends Then 2/ 11
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was embedded and about the
size of a match head. He did
the radical to be on the safe
side I have been on hormones
since.
I have moved to another
state and would like to know
how much longer I should stay
on hormones My breasts have
increased to the size of a
small grapefruit and they get
sore and feverish at times.

way to detect early cancer of
the prostate is by a rectal
examination to detect the
lump. It is the third most
common cause of cancer
deaths in men. Every man
over 40 should have at least
an annual examination of the
prostate.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a
53-year-old woman and have
not had a monthly period for
DEAR READER -- Your eight-and-a-half years. A medical
doctor told me it was possix-year history after surgery
should be encouraging to sible for me to get pregnant. 1
others. Congratulations went to a gynecologist and he
You'll need to be under a said I would not. So would you
doctor's care so he can tell please answer my letter as I
what the status of your cancer am still using birth control. At
really is. That is the only way my age I would hate to
anyone can tell you if you become pregnant.
need to continue hormones or
DEAR READER - It is
not.
very hard to be 100 percent
Concepts about treating absolute when you are dealing
cancer of the prostate have with biological systems such
changed rapidly in the past as the human body. In generfew years. Today, if you had al, if a woman has gone
such a small cancer localized through the menopause and it
to part of the prostate gland a has been two years since the
radical operation might be last period she can be rather
done, but you might not be sure she will not get pregnant.
castrated. Such early cancers Some doctors say one year
can be completely cured in after stopping menstrual perisome cases with radical ods is sufficient but unless
surgery.
your doctor tells you that it is
OK, you had better not throw
The current thinking on caution to the winds on your
what type of surgery or radia- own unless two years have
tion is to be used for cancer of
the prostate is discussed in the passed.
new issue of The Health
The oldest documented
Letter. number 15-6, Prostate pregnancy was in a woman 57
Gland Problems, which I am years of age. You can read
sending you Others who want sensational accounts in news
this issue can send 75 cents stories in papers that print
with a long, stamped, self- that sort of thing for public
addressed envelope for it to attention, but there are no
me, in care of this newspaper, reliable records of births
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City after 57.
Station, New York, NY 10019.
So what should you do? You
This issue also discusses com- can
keep on getting opinions
mon problems such as prostaor you can follow your
titis and prostate enlarge- gynecologist's
advice. After
ment.
all, he is a specialist in this
I would like to emphasize area and that is why you went
again that the most reliable to see him.

Ann Herron Will
Host Murray AA till
Meeting Tuesday
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Sunday's my
only free day.
All of us don't have the luxury of a four, or even a five
day week. Sunday may be the only day we can really
call our own.
" God gave us seven days every week. Giving Him a
few hours in return on Sunday doesn't seem a lot to ask.
We get so much from Him and most of us give back so
little.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ we are
trying to show God our gratitude for His wealth of giving. Come on in Sunday and give God back an hour or
so.
We can give Him more if you're here with us.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Robs, Minister
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Community Happenings For Coming Days
Monday, Dee.8
Art glass workshop for
students and interested observers will be from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in the ceramics
studio, next to Swann Hall,
North 16th Street, Murray
State. Large groups may call
762-2588 in advance, but individuals may arrive on a
walk-in-basis.
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Monday,Dec.8
"A ChrisUnas Carol" will be
the musical to be presented by
the .Murray Civic Music
Association at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission
will be by season tickets only
or upon presentation of MSU
student identification.

Singles Unlimited will have
a Christmas social from 5:30
to 730 p.m, at the home of
Agnes McDaniel, 902 South
17th Street
Reservations for guests for
the Christmas luncheon by the
ladies of the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday should be
made by today.
Grove 126 of Woodmen of the
World will have a dinner and
gift exchange at the home of
Doris Burkett.

Deau

Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to meet at Tp.m. at
the First Christian Church.

By Abigail Van Buren

Just Hope You Look
As Good at Age 69
, DEAR ABBY: Now that Ronald Reagan has made it to
the White House, do you think he will quit dyeing his hair?
Or will he "dye" lying?
CURIOUS IN GEORGIA
: DEAR CURIOUS: Mr. Reagan has neuer dyed his
;hair.. This comes straight from Drucker, the barber
:who has cut Ronald Reagan's hair for the last 40
years. And if he gets a few gray hairs in the next four
'years, let's not have any "I told ya' so's." That job is
:enough to turn anyone gray overnight.
•••
. DEAR ABBY:1 know this is childish, but I am going out
of my mind. After being married for eight years, we finally
found a house we could afford that is perfect for us. It's in a
wonderful neighborhood, and everything about it is ideal
except for one couple who are neighbors.
This couple comes over every Friday night to play cards
with us. It doesn't matter what we are doing, they come over
without calling. It started two years ago when we first
bought this house, and now it has become a habit. They
have a nice home of their own, but they're never home
because they have a place to go every night in the week —
and on Fridays, it's our hous&
My-husband doesn't want me to say anything, but, Abby,
this is making me crazy. I love my home and I don't want to
have to start going out every Friday night just to get away
from this couple.
What do you do with people like that?
GOING MAD IN MAINE
DEAR GOING: If your neighbors read "Dear
Abby," you may not have to "do" anything. If they
don't, you have two choices: 1) Tell them the Friday
night card game is off unless you call to confirm it; 2)
suffer in silence and continue to be stuck with them
every Friday night.
• ••
DEAR ABBY: This is for the physician who complained
about having 835,000 on the books because of slow-paying
patients.
Let me assure you that lawyers have the same problem. I
never cease to be amazed at the people who brazenly
telephone wanting free advice, or "just a minute of your
time," totally ignoring the fact that all a lawyer has to sell is
his time.
We have had clients phone for legal advice that requires
hours of research, and when they are billed for "services
rendered," they call up and say,"You're kidding about this
bill, aren't you?" What then, Dear Abby?
TENNESSEE ATTORNEY
DEAR ATTORNEY: Reply,"No, we're not kidding
about the bill." And if they don't pay it, sue 'em for
services rendered.

Household shower for Roger
and Edna Jones who lost their
home and contents by fire will
be held from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Dexter Comnatmity Center.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club ,will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Members note change
in time.
Recovery, Inc., Area will
have a potluck supper at 6630
p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church, Seventh and Jefferson, Paducah. The Murray
Recovery group will not have
a meeting here.
Board of Directors of Community Theatre will meet at 7
p.m. at the meeting room of
the Calloway public Library.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church for the
Week of Prayer program.
Jackson Purchase Chapter
of Kentucky Archaeological
Association will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Purchase District Office, Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.
District 17, Unit 1, I,PN
Association, will have its
Christmas party at the Boston
Tea Party at 7 p.m. Each one
is to bring a $2 gift for exchange.
Tuesday, Dec.9
Group II of First Baptist
Church WMU will meet with
Mrs. Bernie Wisehart at 2
p.m.

Tuesday, Dec.9
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Providence with Patsy Pittman,
Coldwater with Mrs. Freelan
Youngblood, Countryside at
Boston Tea Party at 9 a.m.,
and Paris Road with Lydia
Sue Collins at 11 a.m.
Murray Girl Scout Core
meeting will be at 10 a.m. at
the Girl Scout Cabin.
Lydian Sunday School of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the fellowship hall of the
church at 6:30 p.m.

Joint concert of Murray
State Brass Choir and
Madrigal Singers will be at
8:15 p.m. at the University
Theatre, MSU.This is free and
open to the public.

•• •

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

inlized

"Quickly got, quickly
loaf."-- Yiddish proverb.
In today's interesting
game, declarer saw the
need for a possible hold-up,
play. However, since he had
two sure stoppers in the
opponents' suit, he took the
first trick instead of waiting. Quickly got, quickly
lost.
West's heart queen was
won by declarer's king and
declarer started
the
diamonds. East won his singleton ace and returned his
last heart. Declarer ducked
(a hold-up play), but it did no
good. West overtook and
cleared the suit and later
won his diamond king and
the remaining hearts to beat
the game one trick.
Declarer's plan involved
a delayed hold-up -- not
always as effective as the
immediate hold-up play.
Let's see what happens if
declarer refuses the first

).00
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If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
•FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
*CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
•BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
'DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

will
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STONE-LANG CO

DER

MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

1234

206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
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EST , COPY AVAILABLE

Annual Christmas concert
for school children of Murray
and Calloway County will be
by the Murray State University Choir, directed by Bob
Bear, at 8:30 and 10 a.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Hazel Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the senior citizens
with free blood pressure check
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
lunch at 11:45 a.m.

Menus For.Week Are I,isted
wheat roll, fudge cake,
banana.
Wednesday — roast pork
and gravy, green beans,
squash casserole, hot
roll,banana pudding, peaches.
Thursday — meat "lefif,
cauliflower with cheese sauce,
whole baby carrots, hot roll,
ambrosia, apple.
Friday — oven fried
chicken, cheesy mashed
potatoes, hot roll, chocolate
chip squares with nuts,
orange.
Margarine, milk, coffee,
and tea are served daily.

The
New
Concord
Homemakers Club will hold
its annual Christmas party
and dinner on Wednesday,
Dec. 10, at 11:30 a.m at the
Holiday Inn, Murray.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
Mrs. Curtice Cook opened
her home for the Nov. 12th
meeting of Ow club with Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield, president, presiding and Mrs. Effie
Eddwards, secretary treasurer, giving her reports.
The major lesson on "Meat
Cookery" was prepared by the
food chairman, Mrs. Rainey
Lovins. The three meat dishes

were barbecued beef tongue,
liver, and round steak with
rice gravy.
Mrs. Cook was assisted by
Mrs. Ruth Harrison in serving
refreshments buffet style for
this dinner prepared for the
lesson to 12 members and
three visitors — Mrs. Faye
Israel, Mrs. Eulala Like, and
Mrs. W. T. Kingins, with the
latter becoming a new
meniber.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Ed Davis who also read
the landscape notes. Sheets on
"tole
painting" were
distributed by Mrs. Bessie
Dunn.

Pottertown Homemakers Plan
Meeting- At The Colonial House
Members of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday,Dec. 10, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for the annual
Christmas dinner and party.
Each member is requested
to bring a $5 gift for the name
drawn, a club spokesman
said.
Louise Short, president,
presided at the Nov. 12th
meeting held at the Colonial
House with Reba Jo Roberts,
secretary, giving her reports,
and Lurene Cooper reading
the scripture from Psalms.
The lesson on "Poison
Muse Plants" was presented
by Mrs. Cooper, who also gave
another lesson on "Tole Painting."
Lucy Alderdice gave the
landscape notes. Group singing was led by Mrs. Cooper
with Mrs. Short as pianist.
Dorothy Simon led in games.
The club voted to give a
donation of $5 to the cancer
fund.
Others present were Lois
Smith. Mildred' Thompson,
Lottie Hurt, Lavipe Carter,
Ruby Kelly. Emma Lee
—Tr

Shelby, Blanch Larson, Dolly
Lorenz, Muriel Wright.
Rosina Zimmerman, Leola
Er-win, Naoma Schwalm, and
Shirley Werts,

COMFORT...
SLIPPERSOX- Contemporary patterns enhance
this traditional look in
leisure footwear. Upper
of IOW, Acrylic with
vinyl >ole. Hand washable in warm water
with mild suds. Colors:
brown, burgundy, ox:ord, navy. Sizes: S, M,
MI., 1:, XL. $6.00 a
pair.
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According to a recent govheart dimease mortality has dropped
steadily for close to 30 years.
ernment survey,
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WE'RE NOT WAITING
FOR NEW YEAR'S DAY
TO OFFER THE
BEST FABRIC
BARGAINS
OF THE YEAR. . .
THEY'RE ON SALE
RIGHT NOW!

Opening lead Heart queen
still has a heart stopper and
declarer has himself an
overtrick instead of going
one down.
Rid with Corn

South holds

12-8-B

•96543
•74
•A

North
l•

Store
Cow, Swear e

IBEAT THE SNOW & ICE(
FABRIC SALE!

4Q9764
Then visit us ler professional servicel

IMRE

12-8-A

•K..17
•832
•QJ962
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Soo yap, doctor first..
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Art glass workshop for
students and interested
observers will be from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. in ceramics
studio next to Swami Hall,
North 16th Street.

New Concord Homemakers Will
Meet Wednesday At Holiday Inn

G CORN JR

heart lead.
West is allowed to hold
the heart queen and declarer wins the continuation. A
diamond is led to East's singleton ace and now the difference becomes obvious.
East has no hearts to lead
and declarer's game is safe.
Even if East had held a
heart, declarer would still
survive since the defenders
would take only two hearts
and two diamonds.
After winning the first
diamond. East must find a
shift that declarer wins
West's diamond king is
knocked out while declarer

HEARING AID ANALYSIS

Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the church.

Senior Citizens

The menus for the Nurition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels were releasGladys Williamson Group of ed today for the week. Meals
Sinking Spring Baptist Church are served at 12 noon at
will meet at the church at 6:30 Douglas and at 11:45 a.m. at
p.m. to go to the home of Susie Hazel, Monday through FriScott for the program and day, and at 12 noon on TuesChristmas party.
day and Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Meals are also sent
Circles of First • United out each day.
Methodist Church Women will
Menus are asfollows:
meet as follows: Alice Waters,
Monday — chili,creamy colBessie Tucker,and Ma ryleona se slaw, rec beans, crackers,
Frost at 9:30 a.m., and Faith apricots.
Doran at 2 p.m., all at the
Tuesday — salisbury steak,
church.
creamy
garden
peas,
scalloped potatoes, whole

THE ACESCIRA

Wednesday,Dec. 10

Women of the Murray CounMurray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star try Club will have their
will meet at 7:30 p.in, at the Christmas ladies luncheon at
12 noon at the club with Toni
lodge hall
Hopson and Eva Morris as
chairmen. Bridge will be at
Groups of First Christian
9:30 a.m. with Euldene RobinChurch CWF will meet as
son, Mary Virginia Mal, Euva
follows: I with Mrs. Helen
Nell Mitchell, and Patsy
Bennett at 10 a.m, with proMiller as hostesses.
gram by Mr. and Mrs. Larne
Clark; Ill with Mrs. Dan
Womemef the Oaks Country
McKee! at 7:30 p.m. with proClub will have their Christmas
gram by Corinne McNutt.
ladies luncheon at 12 noon with
Second Tuesday program Vicki Nance and Wanda
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the Mur- Brown as chairmen. Bridge
ray Art Guild. This is free and wit be at 9:30 a.m. with Ada
Sue Roberts as hostess.
open to the public.

Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Murray Branch of AAUW
9:30 a.m, at the Dexter
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Center; Douglas and Hazel
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; home of Ann Herron, 103 State
Street, Hazel,
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Carter School PTA will meet
Singles Class of Seventh and at 7 p.m. at the school. The
Poplar Church of Christ will program will be by the fourth
meet at 7 p.m. at the church grade chorus.
building.
Wednesday,Dec. 10
Homemakers Clubs will
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will meet as follows: South Pleameet at 7 p.m. at the Health sant Grove with Martha Clark
Butterworth at 11 a.m.; New
Center.
Concord at Holiday Inn at
Parents Anonymous will 11:30 a.m.; Pottertown at Colmeet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- onial House Smorgasbord at
mation call 753-5995 or 435- 10 a sni.
4385.
Murray Bass Club will meet
Calloway Public Library at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
will hold a "A Celebration of Stockade.
Christmas" at 7:30 p.m. This
is free and open to the public.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Art glass workshop will be
from 12:30 to 5 p.m. in
ceramics studio next to Swami c f)f Ill
ICIPSI In
Hall, North 16th Street, Murray State.

• ••

CONFIDENTIAL TO "BLOOM-IN-LOVE" IN L.A.:
Are you looking for a lasting relationship? Or just a
passing glandshake?

Tuesday, Dec.9

South

ANSWER: Four spades
Two spades is a reasonable
alternative However, with
distribution and a good trump
fit, the pre-emptive jump is
usually best.
--Send Ander questions to The Aces
CO Box 12553 Datlas Texas 75225 •
with sell addressed stamped envelope
for reply

Open Mon.•Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M. GO
Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Cardinal Point Shopping Center
Paducah, Ky.

••
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Child-Porn Fashions
there's hardly a doubt that the
promotion of child sex and child
sexiness in connection with the
promotion of films, records,
clothes, shampoos, deodorants
and scores of other projects is a
degrading phenomenon. There is
no redeeming social value here
— no tenderness, no feeling, no
care — just a blatant invitation,
an invitation to children, and an
invitation, too, to those demented male adults whose fantasies
fasten on 10- or 11-year-old Lolitas.
As the AP described one incident. "Arms crossed over her
chest, a come-hither smile on
her fifth-grade face, Tina's
photo was coupled with a 'Would
you believe I'm only 10' slogan
that enraged legions of st4emothers-turned- moral-acn4vists.'"
We assume it's not necessary
to explain what's wrong with
those images and the invitations
that they so overtly convey. Nor
does there appear to be any
need to explain why crotch
shots of children in tight jeans
or high-fashion photos of young
girls mounting on the backs of
young boys are not acceptable
as locker-room jokes.. let alone
as fashion ads in glossy magazines or on television.
We know there is little that
can formally le done about it.
There is no effective way, and
certainly no constitional way, to
censor this above-ground porn..
But it is still possible to express
revulsion. If that makes us
sound like a bunch of prudes and
pecksniffs. so be it.

1.
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Bible Thought
He is the Rock, his wora Is perfect: A
God of truth and without iniquity, Just
and right. Deuteronomy 32:4.
How reassuring it is to worship God
who is perfect in all: LOVE.

:f•

20 Years Ago

EARTLIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 71 years old. As
bad as I hate to admit it, the time has
come for me to retire. I have never
stopped working full time since I was 16
years old. I wouldn't quite now, except
that my dear wife wants to move pear
our children for the enjoyment of our

rimmism
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Chapter 6
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grandchildren. So, I need to get signed
up for Social Security. My last day of
work will be October 31. When shipuld I
sign up and what do I take with me
when I go? W.W.
ANSWER: You should sign up as
soon as possible, so that there won't be
much of a gap between your final
paychecks and your first Social Security benefits. When you go to the Social
Security office, take documented proof
of your age (birth certificate if possible), your Social Security number, and
your W-2 form for last year's wages. If
your wife will be filing for wife's
benefits, you will also need your marriage certificate, proof of her age, her
Social Security number.
HEARTLINE: Two years ago I purchased a nursing home insurance
policy which was supposed to pay me or
my wife $20 per day the first 20 days
and $40 per day from the 21st to 1095th
day.
My wife recently was hospitalized for
three weeks with a mild stroke and
under doctors orders, she went into a
nursing home in our town here which is
a Medicare approved skilled nursing
facility.
The Utilization Committee ruled that
my wife's condition was custodial and
refused to approve Medicare payment.
I appealed it, but was turned down
again. Now I find out that this nursing
home policy I have won't pay unless
Medicare does also. I paid nearly three
hundred a year for these policies and it
doesn't seem right. Any comments?,
G.H.
ANSWER: If you read the small print
on your policy, you will see that the insurance company only has to pay if
Medicare does and then only as long as
Medicare does. Right or wrong, the insurance company does not have to pay
you for this claim. You are better off

with one that will pay whether
Medicare does or not; pay whether in a
Medicare approved facility or not; and
let your doctor determine whether your
condition is medical or custodial.
Heartline has developed a 24 page
booklet explaining the types of pitfalls
one may encounter with nursing home
policies and Medicare supplement
policies. This booklet also contains a
complete policy check list, a must for
anyone planning to purchase this type
of coverage. To obtain your copy, send
one dollar and seventy-five cents to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare Supplements, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

,
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a -column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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SUCCESS
(WHAT HAS HAPPENED: Roger Rocket has

Hulda knew Wullie was
speaking make-believe German just to distract Two Feet.
She could see the nearsighted
reindeer wrangler shaking his
puzzled head.
Quickly, quietly Hulda
climbed on one of the silver
runners of Santa's sleigh and
thrust her hand under the big,
soft, heavy fur sleigh robe.
On Christmas Eve all the
toys would be under the fur.
Now she was hoping to find a
spare Saint Nicholas suit.
Hulda couldn't feel a thing.
By the light of the street
lamp, she peeked. At the bottom of the sleigh she saw:
One spearmint gum wrapper.
Two chamois cloths for
polishing reindeer antlers.
A bit of fur that had fallen
off Saint Nicholas' robe.
But no spare Saint Nicholas
suit.
Wullie was watching out of
the corner of one eye. He saw
Hulda hold up her hands —
empty. It was time to go.
A moment later the two
elves were hurrying down the
cobblestoned streets, losing
themselves in the Christmas
Fair crowd.
Now snow came down like
powdered sugar from a sifter.
Hulda and Wullie came to a
booth full of clocks ticking
busily and loudly. As they
passed, a little whirring bird'
voice said: "Cuckoo!"
They paused at a booth selling Christmas cookies —
gingerbread men with raisin
eyes. Christmas trees with
citron ornaments, troll houses
with sugar snow on the roofs.
Wullie put down a coin and
took a cookie shepherd's crook

—503

Calloway County

taken the elves, Hulda and
Wullie, to Germany. The Time
Twister has put them into last
Christmas. They've just seen
Santa in his Saint Nicholas
suit. And ,they're collecting
Santa suits around the world
because Hulda lost the key to
Santa's Suit ,Room this
Christmas.)

1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
copyright. .
1 75
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"Vas is das?" said the girl, smiling and reaching out to touch
Hulda's silver space suit.
for himself and one for Hulda.
handed it across the counter.
It looked like the crook Saint
The girl was so busy trying on
Nicholas carried. Maybe it
the suit that she didn't even
would bring them luck in looknotice what Hulda was wearing for a Saint Nicholas suit.
ing underneath. An elf suit.
And in the very next booth,
Now the German girl was
they saw it.
patting the mysterious silver
This booth was filled with
cloth of the space suit, peering
life-sized dolls and marionat herself in a mirror.
ettes. One of them was a Saint
Hulda could tell that the girl
Nicholas doll, with the very
wanted to trade for it.
jeweled head-dress, the crook,
The girl watched Hulda adthe fur-trimmed robe that
mire the pink ballet dancer,
Hulda and Wullie needed.
and the clown, and the furry
They looked at each other.
bear. When Hulda came to the
"Santa's no taller than I
Saint Nicholas doll, she
am," said Hulda.
smiled.
"But fatter." said Wullie.
The girl raised her eye"It's worth a try," said
brows. Hulda nodded.
Hulda, a gleam in her eye.
The girl lifted the big Saint
Wullie fished in his pockets.
Nicholas doll from its hook
"I spent my last German penand handed it to Hulda.
nies for the cookies," he said.
Her eyes got wider as
"Never you mind," said, 'Wullie and Hulda neatly took
Hulda. She stepped up to the
off the doll's headdress, pried
brown-haired girl behind the
the' bishop's crook from its
counter. The girl spoke first.
hand, and shucked off its
"Vas ist dos?" said the girl,
fancy robe.
smiling and reaching out to
Hulda folded the robe.
touch Hulda's silver space
Wullie put the crook under
suit.
one arm and the headdress
Hulda didn't know the
under the other.
words for "space suit" in GerThe girl stared after Hulda
man. So she just posed and
and Wullie as the two elves
twirled like a model showing
thrust the doll aside and huroff the latest fashion.
ried back down the cobble.
.
The girl's eyes gleamed. She
stoned street to where they
put out a hand.
had parked Roger Rocket.
Hulda unzipped the space
(TOMORROW: La
suit and stepped out of it. She
Reform.)

Work is continuing on the Christmas
Lighting Contest for the city of Murray,
as sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include G. Dudley
Johnson,82.
The 49 members of the Voational
Agricultural Adult Farmer Classes of
Calloway County recently participated
in a welding school held in the shop of
Calloway County High School. W. H.
Brooks is the instructor for the adult
farmer classes.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Delta State in a
basketball game. Herndon was high
scorer for Murray.
A skating party was held by the Murray College High School Chapters of the
Future Farmers of America and
Future Homemakers of America at
Jim's Roller Rink.
Ward Auto Supply, 512 Main Street,
Murray, has 26 inch bicycles listed as
selling fo $37.88 each.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Naked Maja" starring Ava Gardner and Anthony Franciosa.

30 Years Ago
Rain, sleet, and snow covered
Calloway County today. Many streets
are almost impassable with ice and
snow. The temperature is in the 20's.
Dr. John Wesley Carr will observe his
91st birthday on Dec. 13, according to a
story written by L. J. Hortin.
The marriage of Hilda Hughes to
Robert L. Swisher was solemnized on
Nov. 24.
Donald S. Brumbaugh and Daniel
Kenneth Johnson of Murray are among
the students who were awarded degrees
this month by Indiana University,
Bloomington.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech in
a basketball game. Gene Garrett was
high scorer for Murray.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Third Man" starring Joseph Cotten, Valli; Orson Wells, and Trevor
Howard.
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The Story Of

By Luise Putcamp Jr.

10 Years Ago
1SG Joe H. Thorn is serving with the
Armed Forces in Vietnam.
U. S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Wayne S.
Cordrey, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Cordrey, is now on duty at Naha All,
Okinawa.
PFC. William A. Vance is now stationed with the Army in Behn They,
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Forrest
( Josephine)Smith,68.
Two families lost their homes and
contents by fire yesterday. They were
the Hilrnan Outland family at Almo and
the Harold Anderson family on the Old
Concord and Cherry Corner Road.
Births reported include a buy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Lovett on Dec. 3.
The Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Illinois College in a
basketball game. Bill Mancini Was high
for Murray.

EDITORIAL

rteprinted by permission
of the Sacramento Bee
The juxtaposed child-woman
photographs of 13-year-old
model Cathleen_ Ess that
appeared in this and many other
newspapers recently told the
story almost by themselves. In
one plifito, Ess looks like the
typical 13-year-old with her
open smile, her loose blonde
hair, her bikethon T-shirt and
her dog. In the other, lipsticked
and eye-shadowed, she is
dressed and styled as a sort of
minivamp, pouting at the camera with an expression that, if
one didn't know better, would be
regarded as an infantile and
rather ludicrous attempt to
parody an adult sex symbol.
But one does know better.
One knows from the accompanying article, first published in
New York magazine, that this is
no attempt at parody. The sexsymbol photo, like those of
scores of other young adolescent
and pre-adolescent models, is in
dead earnest. The exploitation
of children as sex objects has
come out of the porn shops and
the peeping arcades and moved
into feature films and high-fashion magazines.
Thus, what had until recently
been a joke about dirty old men
has now come to be regarded in
some circles as legitimate commerce.
One commentator, an authority on DeSade, describes these
girls as pretty babies, forbidden
objects who nonetheless have
become cover girls. "The fact
that they're posing means that
they're for sale. With the promotion of pretty babies as cover
girls ... a new step is taken in the
destruction of Western values."
We hesitate to describe it in
such sweeping tents, but

Looking Back

Scarcely had the county recouped from the passing of Mr.
Luther Robertson before another giant of county welfare passed
away Jan. 14, 1971, in the unforgettable Hiram Tucker, 67 years
of age, following a lingering illness. Hiram, native of Jackson precinct where he learned the shrewd art of successful politics, became
prominent in the affairs of the county in the Great Depression in
assignments to agricultural projects fostered by the federal government. Previously mentioned was Hiram's affiliation with the stove
company as personnel manager after a lengthy stay as district manager of the Social Security Administration. Mr. Tucker entered and
prospered in the realty business. He was buried in the Murray
420 Mausoleum. He was a special source of encouragement to the two
writers of this book.
Speaking of Jackson precinct reminds the story of Quint T.
Guier told about a covered bridge at Backusburg which he crossed
when migrating to Calloway County from Trigg County early in
the century. Quint said the bridge was built over West Fork
Clark's River in 1896, costing $486, and to the best of his recollections was about 126 feet long, 12 feet high and 12 feet wide. The
last of the covered bridges in the county washed away in the flood
of 1913, Quint tells.
Quint was an expert teacher as well as story teller, but one of
his best yarns was saved for two budding young journalists by
the names of Joe Hortin, young prof at MSU, ,and yours truly.
Although outfitted with cameras, tripod, vim and vinegar, neither
of the two interviewers had pencil nor paper on which to chronicle
the details of Quints grand champion jersey cow of the whole
state in 1927. Writing from memory, the story was released, but
wham out of the clear sky came a sharp disclaimer from some
U. of K. ag officials holding the quoted figures as incorrect and
challenging the general conclusion. Confronting Mr. Quint later, he
quaintly remarked the figures had been misquoted by the rambling
reporters, adding: "I always told my students to get their figures
right by jotting them down on paper."- No wonder Quint was
the survival of the,survivalists and went back to school at the age
of 94 years.
Mrs. Louise Dixon was shot dead through the head Febniary
17 while at her home cast of Almo. On March 5, Frankie Collins,
a neighbor boy, was charged with the crime and on June 3 was
sentenced to 21 years in prison. In the meantime while undergoing'
psychiatric observation in Louisville, he walked out of the hospital
but was re-arrested while trying/ to hitch-hike a ride back home.
To Be Continued
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 8, the 343rd
day of 1980. There are 23 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 8, 1941, the United States and
Britain declared war on Japan.
On this date:
In 1886, the American Federation of
Labor was founded at a convention of
union leaders in Columbus,Ohio.
In 1923, the United States signed a
treaty of friendship wih Germany.
In 1949, the Chinese nationalist
government moved to Formosa as
Communists pressed their attacks on
the mainland.
In 1966, the United States and the
Soviet Union agreed on a treaty to prohibit nuclear weapons in outer space.
Ten years ago: The United Nations
Security Council voted to condemn Portugal for military moves in Guinea.
One year ago: Republican Dave
Treen shattered the Democrats'
century-long hold on the Louisiana
governorship by beating.Louis Lambert
in the most expensive campaign in the
state's history.
Today's birthdays:'Sammy Davis Jr.
is 55. Actor Maximillian Schell is 50.
Rock star Greg Allman is 33.
Thought for today: Every man's
memory is his private literature. —
Aldous Huxley, British novelist ( 18941963 I.
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Formal Dedication, Open House To
New Murray Post Office Held Sunday

,ars Ago
n is serving with the
'ietnam.
Staff Sgt. Wayne S.
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Vance is now stairmy in Behn They,

Formal dedication of the new Murray
post office-and an open house of the
facility were held Sunday afternoon.

include Mrs. Forrest
68.
)st their homes and
esterday. They were
d family at Almo and
ion family on the Old
y Corner Road.
include a buy to Mr.
It. on Dec. 3.
State College
at Illinois College in a
Bill Mancini Was high

Several post office and local government officials gave remarks at the
dedication, held in the Cheri Theatre,
located across the street from the new
post office.
Murray postmaster Virgil. Gilliain
was master of ceremonies. He
recognized the efforts of all the Murray
post office employees, the past post office administration and several government officials which played important
parts in the construction of the new
building.
Gilliam also introduced many post of-

rs Ago

live representatives from surrounding
counties.
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley and
Judge-Executive Robert O. Miller gave
welcomes from the city and county,
respectively.
Rev. Bob Fatless gave the invocation.
Jackie Strange, first district postal
service manager for Kentucky and
south Indiana, and James E. Gard,
MSC manager-postmaster
in
Evansville, were the special guest
speakers.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, first congressional district, was on hand to present Gillian' a nylon flag which flew
over the Capitol in Washington, D.C.

Following the dedication, members
of the Kentucky National Guard raised
the flag at the post office. The public
was treated to punch and cookies and
allowed to see the inside of the facility.
The new building covers 11,616
square feet. It is open from 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday but its
lobby is open 24 hours a day.
The lobby has close to 1,000 lock boxes, which come in five different sizes.
Drive-up boxes for local and out-oftown mail are located in the parking lot.
The one-story structure has a steel
frame with exterior masonry walls and
a metal roof deck. Ramps lead up to the
building making it accessible for the
handicapped.
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• Jackie Strange, first district postal service manager for Kentucky
and south Indiana, was one of the guest speakers at the
dedication ceremony.

Members of the Kentucky National Guard raised the colors prior to the open house. U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard present the flag, which flew over the Capitol, to Murray postmaster Virgil Gilliam.
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Virgil Gilliam was master of ceremonies at the dedication. On his right are (from
left) JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller, Rev. Bob fatless and Mayor Melvin B. Henley.
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Visitors to the Murray post office were impressed by the inside. The
open house followed the dedication ceremony. Punch and cookies
were served.

The public was allowed to view the inside of the new post office.
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Henry County Can Do Nothing Wrong

Murray Girls Lose Opener,74-51
1r-

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
PARIS, Tenn. — Murray
High had the misfortune of
running into a team that could
do nothing wrong Saturday
night.
Henry County hit practically everything it shot from the
floor and 26 of 36 free throws
on the way to ruining the Tiger
girls season opener,74-51.
"We just came down here
and got whipped," Tiger
coach Rick Fisher said. They

hit the boards very well and
hit a high percentage of their
shots. They got a lot of second
and third shots at the basket.
"We missed a lot of easy
shots inside that really hurt
us. We lost our concentration
in the second half, and that
was it."
Trailing by eight at the half,
the Tigers used two baskets by
center Tanya Alexander to
claw within 34-30 two minutes
into the third period. Alexander's 17 points led the Mur-

ray scoring.
Led by the penetration, of
point guard Melissa Ray and
the outside shooting of forward Jill Howard,the Patriots
came back to slowly pull away
to a 49-37 lead at the end of the
third quarter.
Ray spent a large part of the
game at the free throw line,
having picked up the fouls by
driving relentlessly into the
Tiger defense. She hit 17 of 21
free throws on the way to
leading all scorers with 29

points
The game progressed into a
rout in the final minutes as the
Henry County defense rattled
the substitutes Fisher inserted
into the lineup.
Murray committed 17 turnovers add displayed the
shaky ball-handling and
mistakes common in an opening game.
The Patriots spent much of
the last quarter paddino their
lead at the free thrw.. iine. The
home team made 36 trips to

the charity stripe compared to
just nine for the Tigers.
The final 23-point margin
was the largest Henry County
lead of the evening.
Fisher
singled
out
sophomores Velvet Jones and
Kim Tharpe as standouts in
the loss.
"Velvet Jones played her
heart out from the opening tip
until the final horn," Fisher
said."She will always give me
110 percent. If we could get the
others to play with her intensi-

All-State Parrott Becomes Second To Sign With Racers

MSU Recruiting Begins To Strike Top Talent
The Murray State football
team has begun to strike some
of the wealth of Kentucky's
talent in signing its second
recruit, third team all-state
running back Charles Parrott
of Mayfield.
Parrott teamed with Marcus Moss7 named the top
player in the state for the 1980

season, to give Mayfield the
strongest one-two punch in the
state as the Cardinals lost only
to Paducah Tilghman and Ft.
Campbell.
Parrott gained 849 yards for
a 5.7 rushing average and
eight touchdowns while catching eight passes for 180
yards and two touchdowns this

past season.
As a two-year starter for
coach Jack Morris, Parrott
gained over 1600 yards in
leading Mayfield to a combined 19-4 record.
"Charles is a real intense
football player," Morris said.
"He is the type of athlete who
wants to win at everything in

which he competPs. He is one
of the most intense players I
have ever coached."
Parrott was also named to
the all-Western Kentucky Conference team for both of his
years as a starter.
"Charles Parrott is an
outstanding player from one
of the best high school pro-

grams in Kentucky," said
MSU defensive coordinator
Frank Beamer, who recruited
Beamer.
''He had exceptional
toughness to complement his
abundance of athletic ability."
Parrott is also double figure
scorer for the Mayfield
basketball team.

Northeast Louisiana Presents Tall Front Line

Racers Take Win Streak On Road
Fro& Staff Reports
MONROE, La. — After
regaining the winning habit in'
its last two games at home,
the Murray State basketball
team returns to the road to
face Northeast Louisiana in a

7:30 p.m. game tonight.
Although it has lost its first
three games this year, Northeast Louisiana poses a
troublesome front line of 6foot-7 forward Donald Wilson,
averaging 18.5 points through

the first two gaines; 6-9 forward Jerry Martin, averaging
17.0 a game; and 6-8 center
Gerald Morris, scoring at 16.0
a game.
Having lost to Southeast
Louisiana, McNeese State and

Belhaven this year, Northeast
Louisiana had brought 19
straight winning seasons into
the 1980-81 season.
In a gal' - at Racer Arena
during MSU coach Ron
Greene's first season two

years ago, Northeast Louisiana defeated Murray State,
67-57.
-We have a great deal of
respect for coach Benny
Hollis," Greene said. "I have
played against him and Northeast Louisiana several
times and I can always expect
a tough game."
Northeast Louisiana also offers another attraction in last
ing 28 points, was held to 11
year's leading high school
points before fouling out in
scorer in the country, Bobby
Western's 76-63 victory.
Joe Douglas.
"I told our kids that if we
The 5-11 Douglas, although
held him under 15, I thought
not be in his team's
we'd have a chance." Haskins he will
said."We just wore him down, starting lineup tonight,
fronting him and keeping a averaged 54 points in Marion,
game and played in the
man between him and the La. a
Derby Classic in Louisville
bucket — and it worked."
last year.
Western relied on balanced
scoring getting 14 points from
both forward Rick Wray and
guard Mike Reese, 12 from
forward Tony Wilson and 11
By The Associated Press
more from center Craig McSecond-ranked Kentucky
Cormick.
joined Tennessee in sweeping
The Owls, trailing 36-20 at
past Big Ten Conference ophalftime, hit only 10 of 41 field
ponents Saturday night as the
goals in the opening period
Southeastern
Conference
while Western Kentucky droplifted its season total to 24-1
ped in 15 of 23.
against outside foes with a 7The Hilltoppers extended
game sweep.
their lead in the second half to
Dirk Minniefield's three
40-20 before Rice _could
free throws in the final minute
recover and begin narrowing
helped the Wildcats preserve
the gap.
a lead on Indiana's home floor
The game, marred by 56
as the defending SEC chamfouls and five technical fouls,
pions trimmed the Hoosiers
was the third win of the season
68-66.
for Western Kentucky against
Dale Ellis had 27 points and
two losses. Rice dropped to 1Crary Carter 20 in sparking
4.
Tennessee to a 78-69 triumph
Rice scoring was led by Bobover the Purdue Boilerby Tudor and Ricky Pierce
makers.
with!! each.
There was one conference
outing on Saturday's agenda.
Mississippi State jumped into
an early SEC lead with
Auburn by crushing Florida
89-68 behind Jeff Malone's 27
points and a tough defense led
by Kalpatrick Wells, who had
five blocked shots in the first
half.
In other games against outsiders, Alabama stretched its
record to 4-0 by downing
LaSalle 81-65, 15th-ranked
Louisiana State belted Tulane
119-81, Georgia turned back
Georgia Tech 55-38, Auburn
beat Armstrong State 79-70
and Mississippi beat
Alabama-Birmingham 83-72.
The SEC has only one game
tonight — Auburn entertaining
Tennessee Tech. Tennessee
and Vanderbilt swing back into action Tuesday with the
Vols entertaining Lafayette
and Duke visiting Vandy. The
only Wednesday night contest
has Ole Miss at Mercer.
Georgia starts the weekend
activity when the Bulldogs
face Tulsa in the Oil Capital
Classic at Tulsa. The Bi.Ildogs
will meet either Oral Roberts
or Tulane on Saturday night.
Other Saturday action has
Alabama playing Texas Tech
at Birmingham, Eckerd at
Auburn, Florida going against
Florida State at Jacksonville,
Kansas at Kentucky, NevadaLas Vegas at ISU, Troy State
at Mississippi State and Colorado at Tennessee.
"I don't know how a win
could be any sweeter than

Morehead Stays Unbeaten In Four Games
By The Associated Press
Morehead State lead in the
Morehead State remained final minutes, but could get no
unbeaten in four games as it closer than seven points.
captured its own tournament
Reserve Larry Wilson
with an 88-80 victory over Ten- scored 22 points to lead Tennessee State to highlight a nessee State.
weekend of college basketball
It was a struggle all the
action involving Ohio Valley way, but Dayton remained
Conference teams.
undefeated through four
In other OVC games Satur- games by downing Eastern
day, Eastern Kentucky lost to Kentucky 77-1 at Richmond,
Dayton 77-72, Western Ken- Ky.
tucky beat Rice 76-63, Austin
Richard Montague scored 16
Peay destroyed Kentucky points, including a pair of
Wesleyan
78-55
and baskets that put Dayton in
Yoangstown State defeated St. charge in the late going.
.Vincent College 75-57.
Dayton, cut a 13-point
Akron, Middle Tennessee, Eastern Kentucky lead to 42Murray and Tennessee Tech 35 at the hall, and finally drew
did not play over the weekend. even for the last time at 68-68
Junior guard Glenn Napier with 3:58 to play on a layup by
scored a career-high 30 points Paul Hawkins.
to lead Morehead State to vicA 15-footer by Montague at
tory in the foul-plagued cham- 3:18 put Dayton ahead for
pionship game of the good and his layup at 2:41
McDonald's Eagle Classic col- made it 72-68.
lege basketball tournament.
Eastern Kentucky, losing its
Morehead State led 41-35 at second game in three starts,
the half and stretched its rallied within 74-72 in the wanmargin to 16 points on several ing seconds, but a free throw
occasions in the second half, by Kevin Conrad and two by
the last at 69-53 when Napier Mike Byrd killed any Eastern
hit a reverse layup with 10:39 hopes of victory.
to play.
Tommy Baker led Eastern
Tennessee State, 2-2, Kentucky with 20 points and
managed to trim the Dwayne Smith added 18.

Austin Peay had an easier
time in Clarksville, Tenn., as
Andrew Burton scored 24
points to lead his team to a 7855 victory over Kentucky
Wesleyan.
Burton, a 6-foot-2 senior
wingman, connected on 10 of
his 13 shots from the field and
added four free throws.
Austin Peay took a 7-0 lead
at the start and never trailed.
The Governors outrebounded
Kentucky Wesleyan 42-26, as
freshman center Cecil Felts
collected 13 rebounds. Senior
forward Roosevelt Sanders
added 14 points and William
Bell added 10 to pace the
Governors.
Guard Dwight Higgs, with
15 points, was the only Kentucky Wesleyan player in double figures.
Austin Peay improved its
record to 2-1 on the season.
Kentucky Wesleyan of the
Great Lakes Valley Conference fell to 2-2.
Clem Haskins, the basketball coach at Western Kentucky, took his Hilltoppers to
Houston thinking that forward
Ricky Pierce was Rice's key.
He was right. Pierce, a 6foot-5 junior who was averag-

ty, we wouldn't have any problems.
"Kim came off the bench
and did a good job. If she can
stay consistent, she will help
us a lot."
Tharpe had eight points, all
on offensive rebounds, and
Jones and Lynette Thompson
added six apiece.
"This is the first opening
game since I have been here in
which we were considered the
underdog," Fisher said.
"Everybody has picked us to
be on top this year. It brings a
team down to earth when you
lose like this.
"It is going to be a while
before we are the type of club
we need to be. We started
three sophomores, a junior
and a senior tonight. We are
still looking for starters.
"We are shooting to be a
good club in February or March," Fisher concluded. "Even
though we lost, this is a step in
the right direction."
The Tigers return to action
Monday night, entertaining
Fulton City.
In the junior varsity contest,
Murray built a seven-point
lead late in the contest and
held on to edge Henry County,
36-33.
Natalie Garfield's two free
throws with two seconds left
sealed the win. Kim Tharpe
and Jodi Martin led the Tigers
with 12 and nine points,
respectively.
Murray (51) — Tanya Alexander 7 3-6 17; Kim Tharpe 4 00 8; Velvet Jones 3 0-0 6;
Lynette Thompson 2 2-2 6;
Glenda Fox 2 0-1 4; Monica
Greene 1 0-02; Jann Washer 2
0-0 4; Jodi Martin 1 0-0 2;
Raysha Roberts 1 0-0 2; Donna
Rousse 0 0-1 0; Natalie Garfield 0 0-0 0; Laurie Morgan 0
0-00.
Henry County (74) —
Melissa Ray 6 17-21 29; Jill
Howard 7 0-1 14; Melissa
Veazey 4 4-7 12; Michelle Norman 53-4 13; Meg Barton 1 0-0
2; Liz Barton 1 2-3 4.

COMING OFF THE BENCH — Murray's Kim Tharpe
shoots over a Henry County defender for two of her eight
points in the Lady Tigers' 74-51 loss.
chow 135 Steve Becker

Kentucky, Tennessee Sweep Big Ten Foes
this," said Coach Joe B. Hall
after Kentucky upended Indiana. "I'll cherish this for the
rest of my life."

relative ease. The Vols led by
five or more points throughout
the second half. Russell Cross
had 32 points for Purdue.

Sam Bowie and Fred Cowan
each tallied 14 points to lead
the Cats and Isiah Thomas
had 20 for the Hoosiers.

Eddie Phillips had 20 points
and Ken Johnson 19 in
Alabama's victory over
LaSalle.

The 47 combined points by
Ellis and Carter enabled Tennessee to get past Purdue with

Ethan Martin tallied ,D
points and had 16 assists as
MU belted Tulane. Howard

Carter and Willie Sims each
added 19 points for the Bayou
Bengals and Micah Blunt had
24 points and 18 rebounds for
the Green Wave.
Dominique Wilkins scored
21 points to lead Georgia over
Tech; Earl Banks had 26 in
Auburn's victory over Armstrong; and Elston Turner and
Carlos Clark each had 26 as
Ole Miss turned back U AB.

NefOR
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How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us for a homeowner loan backed by your
equity. With real estate values up, you probably qualify for a
much larger loan than you think. So the equity in your house is
like money in your pocket... a lot of money to be used for any
reason you might have.
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Bench, Rebounding Keep Louisville Rolling

& Times

LcuirRii,rs'82-75 Loss Skows How Much Is Left

Mmnitsimmminmannoppmmnii

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
F'or the Murray State
women's basketball team, its
game with Louisville Saturday provided all the lingering
strains of how close it has
come and yet how much it has
left to handle the strength of
the KWIC teams.
The Lady Cardinals, picked
second in the state before the
season started and owning
wins over Southern Illinois
and Western Kentucky, did
what they had to in claiming
their 82-75 win over the Lady
Racers.
With guards Janice McCracken and Laura Lynn joining forward Jeanette Rowan
in attacking the Louisville
defense, Murray State jumped
out to an early lead of 12-4. But
as opponents have done to the
Lady Racers in the past, the
Cardinals sprung back to
regain an 8-point lead of their
own at 22-14.
As if MSU had not had
enough to worry about from
Louisville's starting lineup,
the difference in the game
came when freshmen reserves
Erica Washington and
Stephanie Edwards entered
the lineup and caught fire for
Louisville.

MSU FORWARD SHELLY STEINKOENIG shoots over the
Louisville defense for one of her two field goals.

Between them Washington
and Edwards had 51 points
and 24 rebounds for the game,
with 19 and 10 corning by
halftime.
Washington was the game's
leading scorer with 37 points,
while both she and Edwards
were the leading rebounders
with 12 apiece.
"We lost our lead halfway
through the first half when we
stopped hitting our shots and

they started outrebounding
us," MSU coach Jean Smith
said. "They became more
dominant as the game went
on.
"The thing that hurt us was
that we knew we had to block
out on the boards (Louisville
outrebounded Murray, 38-27).
Washington and Edwards
were two key freshmen.
"We have played that were
physically rough, but they us-

ed more physical and verbal for 14 points, hitting five of her
intimidation.
nine shots.
"They had a faster team
"It is difficult for a
with more individual moves.
freshman to step in," South
"1 do not think we played said. "She has been a bright
that well. Defensively, we are spot for us.
not where where we want to
"We were just not acbe. We need an inside game."
curnstomed to the speed
The inside game Smith is Louisville had.
seeking had flickers of pro"Louisville's rough.iess
mise from freshman center
Cheri Nagreski, who took the showed in the number of fouls
ball into the Cardinal defense they had. We picked up the
majority of our points at the
free throw line I hitting 21 of 32
to Louisville's 10 of 171."
With McCracken and Lynn
joining Nagreski and forward
Jeanette Rowan, MSU stayed
within range of catching
Louisville in the second half,
once cutting the lead to 44-42,
but the Cardinals' speed in the
beating the Racers' press
made the difference.
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Dorsett Fulfills His Half
Of 6-Weeks Agreement
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Dallas' Tony Dorsett fulfilled his half of an agreement he
made six weeks ago, so the
San Diego Chargers and the
Cowboys are tied for first
place in their respective divisions two weeks before the end
of the National Football
League season.
" When Dallas played San
Diego on Oct. 26,"Dorsett ask-

ed me to beat Philadelphia,
and we did." John Jefferson,
Chargers wide receiver, said
Sunday after his team was
upset 40-17 by Washington.
"And now he is supposed to
return the favor by beating
Oaklandlor us."
After the Chargers lost to
the Redskins, Dorsett ran for
97 yards, including a 20-yard
touchdown, as the Cowboys
defeated the Raiders 19-13,-
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allowing San Diego to stay
even with Oakland for the
AFC West lead, both with 9-5
records.
The Dallas victory, combined with Philadelphia's 20-17
loss to.NFC West leader Atlanta, moved the Cowboys into a
tie with the Eagles in the NFC
East, both with 11-3 marks.
It was the Eagles' second
loss in a row,the other coming
at the hands of San Diego,
which fulfilled the first half of
the Dorsett-Jefferson pict.
The victories by Atlanta and
Dallas clinched playoff berths
for both teams, a feat
Philadelphia had already accomplished.
"If we win our last two
games, we'll have the most
victories in Cowboys history,"
said Dorsett. "That should tell
you something."
The Cowboys earned their
14th playoff berth in 15 years
as Rafael Septien kicked a 52yard field goal and Ron Springs scored a 2-yard
touchdown in a two-minute
span of the second period.
Dorsett, who became the first
NFL runner to go over 1,000
yards in each of his first four
seasons, scored his TD in -the
first qter.
In ot er NFL games, AFC
East leader Buffalo beat Los
Angeles 10.7in_vertime, Minnesota took over the lead in
the NFC Central with a 21-10
victory over Tampa Bay,
Cleveland stayed on top in the
AFC Central with a 17-14
triumph over the New York
Jets,St. Louis knocked Detroit
out of a firstplace tie in the
NFC Central with a 24-23 decision, Cincinnati outlasted
Baltimore 34-33, Chicago
trampled Green Bay 61-7,
Kansas City swamped Denver
31-14, San Francisco came
back to beat winless New
Orleans 38-35 in overtime and
the New York Giants defeated
Seattle 27-21.
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The schedule does not get
any easier for the Lady
Racers as they
host
nationally-ranked Kentucky,
also picked first in the KWIC,
in a 7 p.m. game Wednesday
night.
The Lady Kats return all
their starters, including
sophomore Valerie Still, who
is again the team's leading
scorer at over 20 points a
game.
The Kats also return plenty
of height in center Liz
Lukschu and forward Maria
Donhoff.
"Kentucky runs a very aggressive
man-to-man
defense," Smith said. "They
have the height and are
physically strong inside.
"I think this game will be a
true test for what talent we
have on our team.''

MSU GUARD LAURA LYNN passes back inside after being cut off on the baseline.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Alabama 81, IA Salle 65
American U. 108, Harvard 88
Army 65, Fairfield 61
Boston Coll 79, Fordharn 69
Boston U. 73, Merrimack 49
Bucknell 87, Carnegie-Mellon 73
Connecticut 65, Yale 53
Georgetown, D.C. 94, Wheeling 58
Iona 105, Long Island U. 95
Lafayette 56, Hofstra 53
Lehigh 55, Navy 53
Maine 87,Siena 65
Manhattan 67, Brooklyn Coll. 63
Marshall 76, W.Virginia 73,01
Niagara 78, C.W. Post 57
Penn Si. 72,Southern Methodist 50
Princeton 47,St. John's 46
Rhode Island 65, Duquesne 61
St.Bonaventure 96, Massachusetts 79
St.Joseph's, Pa.83, W.Chester St. 60
Temple 82, Delaware 60
V illanov a 68, Providence 49

Third Place
liethune-Coolunan 64.Samford 61
Eagle Classic
Championship
Morehead St. 88, Tennessee St. 80
Third Place
George Washington 75, III.-Chi. Circle
71
Fiesta Classic •
Championship
Arizona St. 96,Iowa 88
Third Place
Cincinnati 77, Montana St 75
Governor's Classic
Championship
Rider 85, Fairleigh Dickinson 76
Third Place
E.Strouilsburg 75. Trenton St. 69
Flatter Classic
Championship
Florida A&M 80,Stetson 74
Third Place
Appalachian St 75, Butler 73,OT
Jersey Classic

Championship
Rutgers 56, St Peter's 51
Third Place
Vermont 63, Columbia 61
McDonald's Classic
Championship
Wichita Si. 53, Colorado St. 34
Third Place
Oklahoma City 75, McNeese St 68
Show-Me Classic
Championship
Missouri 92, Lamar 70
Third Place
W Texas St 92, Pitt 73
Wisconsin Invitational
Championship
Wisconsin 68, Wis.-Green Bay 66,20T
Third Place
E.Michigan 91, Kentucky St 71
Worcester County Notional Classic
Championship
S Alabama 77. Holy Cross 53
Third Place
Texas-El Paso 94, Assumption 69

SOUTH
Auburn 79, Armstrong St. 70
Austin Peay 78, Ky. Wesleyan 55
Biscayne 76, Houston 74
Citadel 75,S.C.-Spartanburg 70
Clemson 82, South Carolina 69
Dayton 77, E.Kentucky 72
E.Carolina 90, Texas Wesleyan 83
E.Tennessee St. 97, Davidson 79
Florida St. 59, Jacksonville 57
Georgia 55,Georgm Tech 38
Georgia St. 81, Ga. Southern 69
Grumbling 84, Morns Brown 63
Jackson St. 91, Howard 74
Louisiana St. 119. Tulane 81
Memphis St. 70, S.Mississappi 65
Mississippi 83, Ala.-Birmingham 72
Mississippi St. 69, Florida 68
Old Dominion 80, Norfolk St. 63
S.Flonda 62, NC-Greensboro 44
SW Louisiana 87, NE Louisiana 73
Tennessee 78, Purdue 69
Tin .Chattanooga 63, VMI 53
Virginia 88, William & Mary 68
W.Carolina 80, Baptist 44
W.Va. Tech 80, James Madison 78,01
MIDWEST
Alcorn Si. 68,S.Carolina St. 62
Ball St. 80, Hillsdale 49
Cent. Michigan 71, Quincy.65
Chicago 61, Olivet 47
Cleveland St. 83, Ohio U. 57
Creighton 66, Nebraska 61,01
DePa ul 88, Santa Clara 71
Drake 96, Wis.-Parkside 68
Evansville 83, Indiana Si 59
Illinois 87, Texas Christian 55
Iowa St. 83, N.Iowa 69
Kansas 90, Oral Roberts 66
Kentucky 68, Indiana 66
Marquette 69,Stanford 58
Miami, Ohio 62, Wittenberg 52
Michigan 78, Arkansas 65
N illinois 95. Loras 48
Notre Dame 76, Cal Poly-Ponorna 50
Ohio St. 77, Colgate 58
Oklahoma St. 72, Louisville 71
&Illinois 57, Charleston 46
Toledo 110, Ashland 68
Tulsa 84. Oklahoma 75
W.Michigan 90, Canisms 71
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St. 67, Mercer 52
Baylor 69. Texas A&I 66
N Texas St 69,St Mary's, Texas 63
SE Louisiana 76, Hardin-Simmons 62
Texas 92, Long Beach St. 67
Texas Tech 50, Air Force 49
W.Kentucky 76, Rice 63
FAR WENT
Brigham Young 82, Utah St 79
Colorado 103, N.M exico St 67
Denver 103, Concordia 59
FresnoSt 65. Boise St 40
Idaho 73, Gonzaga 69
Kansas St 55, Arizona 53
Michigan St. 58, Fullerton St 42
Nev -Las Vegas 124, U('-Irvine 95
New Mexico 105, E.Texas St 85
N Colorado 58,S.Colorado 56
Oregon 89,Cal St .Northridge 70
Oregon St. 82, Pepperdine 76
Pacific U. 81, Los Angeles St. 72
Puget Sound 68, Montana,59
St Martin's 56. Washington St. 50
San Francisco 96, Hawaii 95
San Francisco St 69,Seattle Pacific 61
San Jane St 70,S Dakota St 55
UCLA 113,St Mary's, Calif 70
Utah 76, Weber Si 61
Wyoming 101. Adams St F7
TOURNAMF.NTS
Big Fear Tenney
Champlomship
Wake Forest Et, North Carolina 71
Third Place
N Carolina M. 74, Duke 60
Carrker Clunk
Chasapaass14
Maryland
Syrartme 73
Third Place
Wagner 73, Kent St 72
Cltrus lairltatismal
Chswipanmillp
Fla Southern 91. Ark -I Jttle Rock KS

a,

FULL COLOR CUlOi
.I COOKBOOK
F
INCLUDO

"

O Deluxe microwave

with large 1 3 Cu ft capacity J 10 Power level
settings with indicator
lights U Handsome simulated wood grain cabinet with black glass

front El Cook and Hold
feature
Model RE943A

jus

5429

West Ky. Appliance
Saiet-Servie•--Parts
641 N Acros From Smorgasbord 753-4470
41MEMENOMINMA

from
804 Chestnut

FREE
Pepsi,
Pizza,
Sandwiches,
1-Shirts
with a
Mr. Gatti's
Coupon

You
May
Win
This
Giant
Santa
Claus

In Celebrating Clpstmas, Mr. Gatti's is having a...

Santa Give-Away-Contest
Receive a coupon upon purchase which entitles
you to a FREE Pepsi, pizza, sandwich and T-Shirt
and it may be-brie of the 50 coupons eligible for the
drawing.
Drawing To Be Held 6:00 P.M. Sunday
Dec. 21 1980

'
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Sessions Slated In Louisville Dec. 11-13

More Than 2,000 Expected At Farm Bureau Convention

SHOWN HERE IS part of the new parallel terrace system after construction with
wheat sown over the area. Danny Cunningham, farmer is standing by the tile inlet in
terrace channel while John Clendenon, U.S. Soil Conservation Service is standing on
the terrace ridge 30 feet away to illustrate the flat slopes.

'mar
JOHN CLENDENON, U.S. Soil Conservation Service assisted with layout of parallel
terrace system during construction on Danny CUnningham's farm. This is Calloway
County's first terrace system with underground outlet and terrace ridges designed for
lame farm equipment.

Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fade
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areal.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to sere you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

elcome Wagon
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Inge King 492,8348

LAN D BAN K
01:4U0r.7&

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!

Ml

ra®

LOUISVILLE — More than
2,000 farmers and their
families are expected to attend Kentucky Farm Bureau's
61st annual convention
December 11-13, at the Executive West, Louisville.
The packed agenda for the
meeting, a
three-day
trademark of KFB conventions, features guest appearances by Senator Walter
D. Huddlest.on and the president of the American Farm
Bureau, Robert Delano.
Sure to dominate much of
the hallway discujsions
among delegates are two
bylaw changesewRich
would redraw the 10 Farm
Bureau districts in Kentucky,
reduce the number of elected
KFB directors and increase
Farm Bureau's minimum
statewide annual membership
dues to $20 per family.
Both proposals would require approval by a two-Nrds
vote, and implementation •'of
both would be delayed by-at
least a year. The duesi'i increase,amounting to $5 a year
in most counties,carries'pn effective- date of November- 1,
1981, the beginning of Farm
Bureau's 1982 fiscal year.
Bylaw changes will be considered during the federation's annual business session
on Saturday, December 13.
Thursday, December 11 is

New Terrace
Outlet System
Now Completed
Construction work has been
completed on the first parallel
terrace with undergroupl
outlet system in Calloway
County on Danny Cunningham's farm. The new terrace system ridges and charxnelsWere layed out parallel to
property line and are equally
spaced in distance. This conservation practice is an erosion control measure on Cunningham's crop - field thatreplaced the need for a large
grass waterway. Over 3,400
feet of terraces were installed
protecting 10 acres from erosion. Many Kentucky farmers
like the new system because
they are able to control erosion, crop every acre except
for an inlet pipe, and use large
machinery in planting alo
the terrace channels an
ridges.
98 Percent Digestible
There's no truth to the old
wives' tale that pork is hard
to digest. In fact, it's highly
digestible, points out the National Live Stock and Meat
Board. Pork, including its fat
content, is 98 percent digestible, making it one of the
most digestible of all foods.

FAMILY WILL ENJOY FALL PORKFEST celebration
featuring tender, juicy pork loin roast.

Pork Pleasers
For Breakfast
You'll want to include a
variety of pork items on breakfast menus. In addition to providing valuable nutrients, their
aroma,fappetitie appeal and
flavorful goodness will entice
even breakfast skippers.
Bacon and sausage are two
rk items that have a prominent position on the list of traditional breakfast fonds. Other
favorite eye-openers include
ham, Canadian -style bacon
and pork chops. Sliced thin
and pan-fried, all make a delicious morning entree either
alone or as partners to other
popular breakfast foods such
as eggs or pancakes.

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

divrsron Variety Show. There
in
youngsters compete
musical or theatrical competition for prizes arid in the
senior age division, for an invitation to perform before the
American Farm Bureau convention in New Orleans.
The final day of the convention starts early with a Saturday Legislative Breakfast.
Featured speaker, according
to legislative director E. W.
Kesler, will be Vernie
Glasson, director of national
affairs and chief lobbyist in
the Washington office of the
American Farm Bureau,
At 9 a.m., the annual KFB
business session pre-empts all
other activity, as the
delegates have their say on
1981 policy and Farm Bureau
leadership. Executive Vice
President Paul Everman's annual report gets things
started, followed by reports of
key committees, adoption of
policy resolutions, consideration of proposed bylaw
changes and election of officers and directors.

1979 Chrysler Cordoba
Blue 8, silver with silver interior, power seats, power
windows, cruise control, AM-FM radio, wire hub caps,
e owner car, extra nice. Approx. 22,000 miles

$5,477.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
753-2617

641 Setrt6

Ar2=zr am=w Ais=mr
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Early Buyer Bonus!
$2,000

plus

Cash Rebate

of finance charges
until season of use

MF 700 Series Combine

Don't miss this chance to cash in on some special
off-season savings on new MF combines. Buy
now for big cash rebates and waiver of interest
charges until season of use:
$2,000 cash rebate on an MF 700
series combine ...
$1,000 cash rebate on an MF 500
series combine ...
and if financed with MF, you'll pay no finance
charges until August 1, 1981 on grain combines
... September 1, 1981 on corn/bean combines.
Cash rebates on corn heads too. And the
earlier you buy, the more you save.

$1,000
Cash Rebate
MF 500 Series Combine

Buying new equipment now may also
help reduce your 1980 income taxes.

Formerly Murray Warehousing
Farmers Groin & Seed

Grain
Merchandising

President Ray Mackey follows
with his annual address to the
convention delegates.
Distinguished service
awards, one for service to
Farm Bureau and a second for
service to Kentucky
agriculture, will be given just
prior to the feature appearance of Robert Delano,
- American Farm Bureau kresident and Virginia farmer.
Identical menus but vastly
different programs await
those attending two separate
luncheons scheduled at 11:45.
Winners and runners-up in the
Outstanding Young Farm
Family competition will be announced at a young farmers

luncheon, while
top
seamstresses compete for
prizes at a Women's Luncheon
and Style Revue just down the
Executive West corridor.
A Safemark-farm chemical
conference convenes .at 1:30,
designed to update county FB
leaders on the expanded services, including tires, batteries, lubricants and
chemicals, available through
the group purchasing programs and statewide service
network of more than 110
Safemark dealers.
Discussion Meet eliminations are set for 2:30, as young
farmers see who can most effectively and convincingly
argue current farm issues in a
panel setting before a live audience. District caucuses to
nominate Members for service on the KFB Board of
Directors send delegates Into
10 separate rooms for closeddoor votes at 4:30 Friday.
The second evening's program begins with the finals of
the Discussion Meet, then
moves directly into the two-

Don't wait to buy a new MF combine

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V, 753-3404
or 753-8220

kickoff day, and several hun- Research Institute, in Lexdred farmers will get things. -ington. And the general
started at the All-Commodity manager of the National
Luncheon, featuring the ad- Livestock Producers Associadress by Huddleston, Ken- tion,
Charles Pratt of Denver,
tucky's senior senator and will be on the
Livestock consoon-to-be ranking Democrat ference program.
on the Senate Agriculture
During these same afterCommittee.
noon hours, women at the conlunch,
business
Soon after
vention will take part in their
continues with the convening annual business meeting, then
of the first two of four com- don theit finest dresses for the
modity conferences. Feed Ladies Tea, which begins at 4
grains and soybeans pro- p.m.
ducers and dairymen find
That evening, communicatheir enterprises on center tions awards winners Sammy
stage at 1:15 that afternoon, Parker, a Murray broadfollowed by two more con • caster, and Spririgfield Sun
ferences focusing on tobacco editor Paul Gottbrath will be
and livestock which begin at recognized and given their
3:30.
$200 cash awards. Soon after,
Commodity Director David high school-age boys and girls
Beck has assembled a top- who are district finalists in the
flight group of commodity king and queen contests will
spokesmen from various vie for top honors and $2,000 in
segments of agriculture, in- college scholarship money.
cluding extension specialists
Friday morning gets an earand agri-business leaders. ly start with the Recognition
Two examples are Cecil and Awards Breakfast. There
Culpepper, from the Quaker county Farm Bureaus will be
Oat Company, who will awarded for outstanding
discuss the white corn outlook, membership achievements
and Eric McClain, Kentucky's total program effectiveness
top American Dairy Associa- and most improved information official, reporting on tional newsletters.
dairy products and the conThe morning speaking prosumer.
gram warms up with a devoAn interesting tobacco con- tional by Barney Arnold,
ference will lead off with Dr. former farm director at
Gary Huber, new director of WHAS Radio and now an
the Tobacco Health and agricultural consultant. KFB

MP
Massey Ferguson

JUDGES ANGEL 2ND, exhibited by Stubblefield Jerseys, placed 7th in the Intermediate Calf Class of the
1980 All-American Jersey Show held retently at the
North American International Livestock Exposition.
She had previously won Junior Champion honors at
the Obion County Fair and the Henry County Fair in
Tennessee and was undefeated in her class at area
shows in 1980.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Special Factory
Allowances too!
Save even more. We've been
allowed special factory
allowances on these combines and other Massey
equipment and we're passing
them aloniato our customers.
We're ready to deal, so stop
by soon for details on all of
our Early Buyer Bonus
specials.

Offers end January 30,1981 and may not apply to all units in inventory.

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372

"31319

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Industrial Road
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Questioned About California Slayings

Man Not Considered Suspect
113, TOM MURPHY
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO I AP)— A
man who turned himself in for

sidered a suspect in the case,
police said.
"He was interviewed in the
presence of his attorney, and
they Ipolice came to the conclusion he is not a suspect any
longer in this case," said Sgt.
Mike Pera.
Pere said the man's "face
was very close" to the composite drawing of a man
wanted in connection with the
slayings. He declined to identify the man, who he said
anisilered questions voluntariwas "very
ly
and
cooperative."
Sgt. Robert Quinn said the
dark-haired man was being
treated at St. Mary's Hospital
for a "minor medical problem" when emergency room
doctors decided he resembled
composite drawings of the
slayer and called police.
Quinn said the man voluntarily went along with police.
The slayer has been described as a white man, of medium
build with medium-length
brown hair, 5-foot-8 to 6-foot-1
and "clean cut." The composite drawing was based on
descriptions. provided by people who had seen a man in
areas where several of the
hikers were found dead.
"It's someone who fits the
description, that's it," Candy
Marziano, a Mann County
sheriff's spokeswoman, had
said earlier about the man
who was questioned.

questioning Sunday in connection with the slaying of seven
hikers in Northern California
was released and was not con-

"That's the way
you want
Men's
or
Ladies

Long
Coats

Dec. 9 10 11

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
(Fur 8. Suede Extra)

Pholy'
53 9525

Shirts ow'
SS

Laundered and pressed
to perfection

prices good all week!

folded or on hangers

Earlier, a man who claimed
responsibility for the slayings
in calls to a San Francisco
television station had arranged to give himself up, but failed to keep the appointment,
station officials said.
The man made a number of
calls to two San Francisco
television stations Saturday
night and arranged to surrender in Berkeley, stations
officials said. But he did not
appear.
The bodies of four hikers
by
discovered
were
authorities last week at the
Point Reyes National
Seashore about '25 miles north
of San Francisco. Three
hikers have been slain on
Mount Tamalpais, just south
of Point Reyes, since August
1979.
Investigators say they think
the seven murders were coininitted by the same person.

YOU KNOW THAT KID
WHO 5115 BEHIND
ME AT SCHOOL? °

I WOULD HAVE MADE
A 600P EVANGELIST

I CONVINCED HIM THAT
MY RELIGION 15 BETTER
THAN HIS RELIGION

i
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Sale Ends
Dec. 14th

FINAL CLEARANCE!

WINTER COATS
Styles For Ladies' And Children

UP
TO 30% OFF
Long coats, pant coats, parkas and
bike jackets in your most favored
fabrics including suede. In fashion
colors, some with fancy trims.

,

1 2-24/
12
LADIES'S SIZES 5-18, 14/
CHILDREN'S SIZES 4-14,
LADIES' STYLES
REG. $26 To $35, NOW 23.88
REG. $36 To $45, NOW 29.88
REG. UP TO $20 . . Now 12.88
REG. $21 TO $25.. Now 17.88
REG. $46 TO $56. . Now 37.88
REG. $57 TO $67. . Now 45.88

,e

CHILDREN'S STYLES
REG. $21 To $24, NOW 14.88
REG. $25 To $31, NOW 18.88
REG. $10 TO $14. . Now 8.88
REG. $15 TO $20. . Now 10.88
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Special price on entire stock of 14-oz, cotton denim jeans. Extra tough for long wear.

501

NA '.

BAL
BEET

OUR RE-G.

44 $16
Only The
Sizes In Stock .

24-PIECE GLASS

Closeout Of Ladies'

Ladies' Brushed

BEVERAGE SETS

'LOVABLE' BRAS

NYLON SCUFFS

Save big on discontinued
styles. Lace treatments,
stretch straps, In White
and asst fashion colors.

when you use aii

95
REG
6.95

SIZES

SIZES
32-36A
32-388
34-38C

REG.
$2

roar

Coupon otters good
through Jan 4 1981
„sce _032'
0
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WOW
IT WI

Washable brushed nylon uppers in pastel Blue, Peach,
\ Pink. Cushion insoles.

0
0

,1/40c.
S41416.
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DENIM JEANS

Textured clear glass
/
2-oz, ice
8 Each 161
tea, 121
/
2-oz. water,
91
/
2-oz, juice glasses
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MEN'S WESTERN STYLE

MEN'S, YOUNG MEN'S
SIZES 29-38
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I HIT HIM
WITH M(
,
LUNCH BOX!

EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY
1. legal Notice

Prime Commercial
Property
The real property of Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association, Inc., Murray,
KY, consisting of 3 tracts of land and the
buildings/improvements thereon, generally
described as:
#1 - NE intersection of Hwy 94 and Industrial
Road (approx. 350 ft. frontage on Hwy 94; approx. 250 ft. on

buildings.

Industrial Rd), including 5

•

4

02- North Tract #1 (approx. 280 ft. frontage
on Industrial Rd), including 2 buildings, feed
mill,3 metal grain bins, and 2 wire corn cribs.
03 -- NW intersection of Sycamore Industrial Rd
and 1.&N RR approx. 5.925 acres), including
1,200 ton bulk fertilizer building, bulk tank, and
RR siding.

Exact boundaries and legal descriptions to
be developed by sellers and successful bidders at later date. Bids must be received, in
writing, at address below, by the close of
business on December 11, 1980. Additional
info available on request. Seller reserves
right to reject bids.

4L-Z7

final settlement of accounts
has been ,tiled in the Calloway
District Court by Charles D.
Kemp, Executor, of the estate
of Ira Reece Kemp, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
December 17. -19RD, the date
of hearing.
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NOW 23.88
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Now 12.88
Now 17.88
. Now 37.88
Now 45.88
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NOW 14.88
NOW 18.88
. Now 8.88
. Now 10.88

Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Julia Parkinson. Administratrio. of the
estate of Valdy Rowlett,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before December 17, 1980, the
date of hearing.
Frances
Clerk.

W. Shea, Circuit

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Ann Hays, Administratrix. of the estate of
Ava Barber, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before December
11, 1980, the date of hearing.
Frances W. She', Circuit Court
A AU -a
.ISUI
LICe

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Robert
Hopkins. Executor, of the
estate of Minnie E. Marimmin, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District Court
on or before December 17.
1980, the date of hearing

66.1P64
so,

FACT
ACT

h

340..1),•l: ""
14 STARKS
HARDWARE

11

6. Help Wanted
EASY
24. Miscellaneous
loul ILE TO CREDITORS
$180 Per week part time at
Sunlamp stereo and center Rooms for rent girls one block
I he following estate fiduciary home
Webster,
America's
from University Call 753-1812
table Call 492 8204
appointments have been made foremost dictionary Company
or 759-4909
in the Calloway District Court needs home workers to update
Seasoned firewood Call 436All claims against these estates io#al mailing lists All ages, ex
3&HousesFórRent
2758
should be filed with the perience unnecessary Call 1
equipment
Tandem
81 x16'
Log cabin in country four
fiduciary within six months of 716-845-5610 Ext. 454
ler /53/3/0
rooms and bath Has fireplace
date of qualification
Registered X-ray Technologist.
$150 per month 753-3271
25. ininess Services
Partially furnished 2 bedroom
William Stewart. Rt.6. Box 338. employment opportunity as
Christmas
Santa suit rentals 759-4073
Murray KY Deceased. William Staff Technologist with 50 bed
house, North 6th No pets
Special
hospital in Southern Illinois
HomelaTes
Ricky Stewart Rt.6. Box 115,
Deposit and lease required
TOO/ Choice Or
Salary competitive with exMurray, KY Administrator, Hon.
Call 153-9208 after 4 pm
A Sea
cellent fringe benefit program
12x 70
Mobile
home
Gary Haverstock. 105 N 6th St., Apply at
Kimball Piano
Ferrell
Townhouse
bedroom
Hospital,
1'1
2
1201
Murray, KY Attorney
or Organ
Pine, Eldorado. IL 62930.(618)
43. Real Estate
bath new carpet $4750 Call
273-3361
437 4955
OW
$995.00
Magdalene Higgins Coteman.
/POUT NUM,W.
Rt 3, Box 256. Murray. KY
Mobile home. 10s51 437ood.3 0•44 IOW
ddred do
Thurman's
CHIEF
mod.043n ad darn
4610
Deceased. Louise Balentine
FARMS HOMES
Furniture
PHARMACIST
Rt 3, Murray. KY Executrix,
1977 Windsor 14x70, 2
BUSINESSES
208 E Main
Hon Robert 0. Miller. Com.
; for 218 bed Hospital
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
bedroom, unfurnished
on
Murray, Ky 42071
t house, Murray, KY Attorney.
located in a beautiful
PROF/try
setup on two lots Take over
Listings needed? Otfkes
university community in
payments of $187 00 per monKittle H Rogers. Rt 1 Murray.
23, Exterminating_
Coast to Coast. Buyers
th Call collect 615-645-2/00,
twin lake area of
KY Deceased, Clifford F
from
evenings 615-645-5497
Everywhere.
Kentucky. E
western
Rt.1,
Rogers,
Murray, KY Ex"Free" Catalog,
benefit
cellent
21[1#16V.
- Home hill
ALL BUGS CALL
ecutor, Hon. Sam E. Neely, 738
STOUT REALTY
program.
Salary
N 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066
Furnished trailer Li rent, extra
ia.1
leokot
negotiable. Contact AdAttorney.
1717(Wooed Id
nice 759-1981
ru
/Wm,Ire
ministrator. Murray
Three bedroom mobile home
75341116
Josie Coleman, 1400 Johnson.
Calloway
County
for rent on Ledbetter Church
Kelley's Termite
Murray, KY Deceased. Ora Lee
Hospital, Murray, KenRoad 354-6144
Farris. 1610 Dodson. Murray.
& Pest Control
tucky 42071, 502-753Want to buy a home but inTwo or 3 bedroom completely
KY Executrix, Hon Robert 0
Phone 753-3914
5131.
terest rates too high' If your infurnished May be seen at
Miller, Courthouse, Murray, KY
come qualifies, apply for an
Shady Oaks between 8 AM and
Attorney
7. Storage Bldgs.
LOW INTEREST RATE loan to4 PM.
247Mlicellaneous
Built
Custom
portable
day! The money won t last long
B Richardson, Rt.7, Box 110. buildings.
Call 753-0984
Atlanta automatic wood stove. 30. Business Rental
at this rate so don t
Murray. KY Deceased, Bethel
used
one season. $160. '4 ton
Call Spann Realty Associates at
Richardson, Rt.7, Box 110 9. Situation Wanted
coal. Call 153-9829.
753-7724 today for further inMurray. KY Executor. Hon. I would like to take care of
formation
Robert 0 Miller, Courthouse. elderly person. 5 days a week. Weight bends and weights With
extra exercise equipment 753Murray. KY Attorney.
$500 per month Call 5271208
9073
:411
.
41ANI)
Maude May Seaford, 409 N 4th Will do sewing, alterations
and EMI deluxe personal inst aid
St , Murray, KY Deceased, babysitting for 1 child between kit for sale Call 159-1112.
Shirley Bouknight. 1715 Holi- 1-4. Call 753-0952.
753-1222
-2-31-01s.
-FiCReit
Firewood 18'-'-24- seasoned,
'3
day Dr.. Murray. KY Executrix,
Member F.D.I.C.
mixed hardwoods. $25 per Apartments for rent, near
Hon Robert 0 Miller, Cour- 14. Want To Buy
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536. downtown- Call 753-4109
CONVENIENT
thouse, Murray, KY Attorney.
Nikon. Leica or old German
COUNTRY LIVING
Firewood,
oak and hickory. 18" For rent Furnished apartment
made cameras. Charles Patt,
43: Real Estate
Recently listed this
Calvin H. Compton, Rt.4, Mur- 1514R Bloomfield, Cape or 24'. . Also custom cut sizes. at New Concord 180 per mon- 34. Houses For Rent
Wooded lot provides serene setspacious
489-2327.or 489-2853.
three
For rent 2 betoom house
ray. KY Deceased. Emaline Girardeau Mo.63701.
th. Call 436-2427.
near ncspital 753- 8049 ting for newly decorated three
bedroom, two
bath
Compton. Rt.4, Murray, KY AdCabinet
will
hold
8
Gun
guns.
apartment,
Furnished
living
One
used go-cart. Call 436.
bedroom brick located lust
home located only two
ministratrix, Hon. 1.A Gregory,
Threebedroom
like
Call
153-4368.
$150.
house,
new.
stove,
and
bedroom
combination,
2361
west of Southside shopping
miles from town on 1 1 2
Jr.. 204 S 6th St., Murray. KY
refrigerator
furnished.
high large kitchen, all utilities paid.
Fenced backyard provides
Want to buy Used mobile 255 Gallon drums
Attorney.
acres. Home features
References
and
deposit
reper
month
$135
plus
$50
strength bonding agent Call
security for small children and
home. any size. 527-1362.
central electric heat
quired Call 435-4335 after 6
deposit Call 753-3132.
pets Glassed in back porch
Janet 0. Morns, 1468 Viewtop Want to buy: Standing timber Hamilton Tile Contractors, 753and
pm weekdays
air, with
an
lust off U-shaped kitchen proNi.ze one bedroom Apartment.
Dr., Clearwater, FL 33515 Will look at all tracts approx- 9400.
economical woodburnnear university, low utilities, Three bedroom house. Gas vides seclusion and privacy.
Deceased, Hon. 1.A. Gregory. smately 20 acres and up.
ing fireplace insert
753- 27. Mobile Home Sales' students welcome. Call 753- heat. air-conditioned $265 per Transferrable loan available
Jr., 204 S 6th St.. Murray. KY 5592
and
is
tastefully
.month
plus
deposit,_ with lower than current in************** 3949.
Ancillary Administrator.
decorated. Offered in
References required Call 759- terest rate. Dial 15315. Articles For Sale
For
rent.
3
* 1974
bedroom. PI bath,
17.65 Schutt Mobile*
the 5.50's through KopFrances W Shea, Circuit Court Christmas sale! Club aluminum * Home with pull out for extra 1
duplex. fur quiet couple or 1021 or 442-54-Ed-. • -lack 1-442.--.Centory 21 Loretta lobs;
3
Realty, 711
perud
Stanley
Realtors
*
hying
space.
Central
Clerk.
family.
electric
No
pets
404 South 6th.
*
7 piece set. $27.99, 10 piece
Main.
1
3 heat and air, Located on a * 1175 rent deposit
Low
cost
home
Two
loan
bedroom
money
house.
Pi
miles
required
set. $49.99, 11 piece set.
2. Notice
PRICE REDUCED
large wooded lot
Excellent * Saturday. Sunday, or Monday on 641 South, $175 with lease
won't last long For applica$59.99. Wallin
Hardware,
Large 4 bedroom,
Bible Facts Free Store for the Paris.
tions, incomes can vary up to
and deposit. 753-4699.
morning call (502)965-2215.
*"
b !
well-maintained older
* Nice 1974, 3 bedroom 2 *
needy. 759-4600
522.500 for a five member
16. Home Furnishings * bath mobile home ready to * One bedroom furnished apart- Three .,bedroom farm house family. Give us a call now at
home with lots of
* live in, located on a large lot * ment, partial utilises paid, no near Est Elementary. $90 per
character. Must be
753-1492 for information on
Antique day bed Best offer * with city water, close to *
Memories for sale copies of
month No pets. Call 753-8848
pets. Call 153-9741
seen inside to apthis 107/8% intetest. Y
Cd 753-6232.
family
favorite
your
*
* town All this for S8,900.
before 9 pm.
precia
conordical
read right - under 11% on a 25.
photographs A gift that says • Antique mahogany drop leaf *
One bedroom furnished apart* 1978 Holly Pork 3 bedroom, *
-I core at any time of the e
central gas heat, gas
table. 6,chairs. Hotpoint 30_ * both with living room ad- *- ment, close to M S U Coleman Two bedroom brick home, large year term Dial 753-1492. We'll
year.
grill on patio, screenedRent Mate. -7- 31898.
-- fining room: large- throng- and • hetp you cerrof 21-1:ditita
dition Central heat and air. *
• electric range Call 759-f322.
kitchen area with built-ins 2 Jobs Realtors
front porch, electric
fuily furnished. This is the * Two
bedroom
"r
apartment.
living
suite:
room
Complete
CARTER STUDIO •
car garage. In Puryear New listing 3 bedroom. 2 f ullgarage door opener,
1a C 0 all mobile homes * redecorated, adults. no
C dil
pets
304 Main
753 8298 a twin bed: and shelves. Call *
and located
within
* Located on a large lot with * Lease and deposit. Call 753- References and $100 deposit
baths. brick veneer home,
75378874.
_
$200 per month Call 759- 1621 Keenland Drive Home
city water, good garden spot,* 9208 after 4 pm.
walking distance of
s e-TC,orrelle Expres- * fruit
ChristMas
-71
4908 trees, and grape arbor.*
*
University Day Care a d
downtown. Now
offeatures Olympic size pool,
sions. 20 piece sets, all patTwo bedroom Townhouse apartKindergarten will have some
fered at vinky $36,500.
Three bedroom house, stove central heat and air, fireplace,
they
last.
while
$39.99.
terns,
ments,
all carpet, range,
*
full time openings for children.
•a
** Closet
r ni'xre 333-114.
*
sai:::w
refrigerator,
Phone
washer, dryer. burglar alarm system For more
that Action
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
0,•44
* refrigerator.dishwasher.
*
,anuary 1981. We have classes
$275 per month plus deposit. information call Purdom
Number,
753-1222,
disposal washer-dryer hookup,
for all ages. in a state licensed Harvest gold used commode.
I
.
40:
Thurman Real Estate, 7P/
4:7:11174.
"^
Call 753-3582
.0
.
Kopperud Realty, in
central heat and air. 753-7559
_
kindergarten. 753-6199 or 753- 753:7310
Murray.
Three bedroom house. 4 miles 4451. Suzy Wells 753-145
days or 753-7550 nights.
One old refrigerator. $40 Call
2967.
Out on 94 West, Southwest Geneva Jones 153-6557
489-2613.
Two
bedroom
country
duplex
in
What we do best is care.
Elementary School district. No
Murray-Calloway
on private road. $160. No pets.
20. Sports Equipment
Needline. 753-6333.
County Ramify * Deposit. Call 753-8848 before pets $225 per month. Call
753-4406 before 5 pm
Nearly new 26" 10-speed bicy(502)753-8146 *
so. 9 pm.
BIBLE CALL
cle. Call 753-1259
Three
bedroom brick with E 0
304N
1216
St
Ten Practical SuggesTwo bedroom duplex on quiet
Sears pool table.' like new, less *
*
Murr•y, 14.42071
garage $210 1300 South 16th 7,
tions on Prayer - 759All
furnish,
appliances
street
than one year old. 436-2877
St 753-6609
Y1 4.
lk***********)• ed 753-5791 or 753-2649.
--a-21-2-24fIL4444. Bible Story - 759Want to buy Winchester double
911 Waldrop Drive. 3 bedroom
47'
•
4445.
sW111111111
.
.
111 11,
A (AA) shotgun hulls Will buy
Ism
$300 per month plus utilities
7
)
171117111TIIMIZTIV7317
.
7r171ra
any amount in good condition
Fireplace. all appliances
.
,.. u
ost and ound
753-8153.
Across from University. 1-554-‘
1...I.I
0
Lost: Passport. Reward offered! 22. Musical
7221

3'310óms for Rent

r/7

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1981

Bank of
Murray

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Mary Anna
Seavers and Ruth Agnes Riley,
Co-Administratrixes, of the
estate of Charlie Ivan Carter,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before December 17, 1980. the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.

Court

12th & Poplar
753-1227

44

*,..itereParee

Frances W Shea Circuit Court The Apple Tree School now has
Clerk
openings for 2 year old
14.
children. A limited number of
Public Sale, will be
openings are also available for
held at Parker Ford,
3-5 year old children.
Inc., 701 Main St.,
Transportation provided to and
from
public
school
Murray, KY, for the
kindergarten programs. For inpurpose of aucformation about quality child
tioning
one
care, phone 753-9356 days,
repossessed 1978
753-1566 nights, or visit the
Granada,
serial
facility at 1503 Stadium View
number
Drive.
8E81L232343, at
The
Green Door. Dixieland
10:00 A.M. on WedCenter on Chestnut Street, will
nesday, December
be open Sundays from 1 to 5
17, 1980.
Free gift wrapping'

767-2986.
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
or found call 753-0736.

Spinet-Console piano for sale
Wanted Responsible party to
take over Spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write: Credit Manager, P.O.
Box 207. Carlyle, IL 62231.

g

Quarter Million
Dollars in Diamonds
Stereos AM FM 8 ?rock

BALL,
BEETLE

WE CAN'T. SOME
RACQUETBALL
PLAYERS ARE
ON THE
COURT

Th4ATS OKAY. I'LL
JUST INFORM THEM
POLITELY THAT iT
A I-IANDBALL COURT

IF I CAN GET TO BED "I
ITWOUT WAK1PiKS BLOW:21E
EvERYTHING WILL BE
ALL RIGHT

IFFS

/Vora

IT'S A FiANDBALL
COURT

WALKER

THIS 51-10uLD BE
INTERESTING"

S99.93 Ja

Cameras

Including 35 MM $39.93

Polaroid or Kodak Instamatic
Start on $9.93
Howell
Bell
&
Movie Projector
241
$99.93
tiGolf Clubs, Luggage, Radios, T
21Decks, Field Glasses.
arge selection shotguns and rifles,4
knives, old and new, some collector
items. Straight Razors, Silver Coins,
•
Sterling Pieces.
We do oil v pos of engrovinci

yd nylon upie. Peach.
roles

OLYMPIC PLAZA

157

unregistered.

Call

489- p

2770 after 530 pm

German Shepherds and
Austrailian cattle dogs

AKC 0
Call j

436-2858.

iYAN'S.70 to
HERE
COMES d
CAR.

JUST IN TIME
FOR CHRISTMAS
Beautiful Red and Black

3a

Size

Student Guitars
WE'LL
GET A

CHUCKS MUSIC
1411 Mom

753 368?
.44
.

'
'- 1111.1117

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

1

'Mr

rotri

ci

civeinthuert;
ot

For sale AKC registered Old
Sheep

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center(Rear) Chestnut St, Murray

puppies

Call

753-2792
Labrador
Retrievers.
AKC
champion bred. $150 Paradise
Kennels, 753-4106

41. Public
MY FEET
STILL HURT
FROM THOSE
SHOES

030333

g

UKC PR registered treeing
8 Walker pups Call 436-5867.

STV1717117171711ZT

-

Christmas puppies' • AKC
registered Cocker Spaniel puppies for sale. Will be 6 weeks g SK-31 Personal stereo by Pioneer. Stereo FM/AM
old December 21st Buff and "cassette recorder
featuring Pioneer loaded deck
black and white spotted Also 4 o Programmable repeat, Song-finder. Edit switch,
p
month old Cocker female. party ,
c Memory switch, LED-record, power and repeat
t
color 753-9459.
indicators, Cr02 capability, One touch recording. K
4'4" two-way speakers and 3-way power capability. g
Dog obedience classes. AKC

English

Gold and Silver
Pawn Shop

S

old,

rif

,
--

g

TV Sets $49.93

(

s,

37. livestock-Supplies
53 feeder pigs. 130 each. Call
435-4548
REF MAR ARABIANS 753- Gs
6126
38. Pets-Supplies
Basset hound puppies. 6 weeks 9

Large selection with savings up to 75°c new and used

Assortment if
LET'S PLAY
SOME

SOW
EARLY - •

Christmas Club 40,0,,

Louisville Bank for Cooperatives
and
Cooperative Finance Association
P.0. Box 32650
Louisville, KY 40232
502)566-7376 or 7378
A

2-2:16A-rica

1. Legallaice

1:Legal Wotice

FOR SALE
4444

111 THE(LIISSIFIEDSI

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping and
•n d
Repniring
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Woodworking. Na dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
497.8850
We Ivy
And Soll

753-0113

I

Records--Topes-Stereos
p,,,roIIRNIFOWN wolvertirssarssuircauessaessuesINess wows:,

PUBLIC AUCTION
WEI/NESDAY,DECEMBER 17TH AT II AM CST
Machinery& Equipment Surplus to:
Tin,
. 'I' NIT vs MI'ANN
%tuna% hi•litocks
FE,Al'UNING
lake Erie 400-Ton Hydraulic Press, 56 x 120- Heel, 42- Stroke, Ciacanal. a'slOga Shear. Wysong 02-sifv. Shear, I 301 Fork Trucks,
2.onn hi in.von•. ho in, Model Fromm,. NEW 10Tan 40' Span Robbins k Myers Double Girder Top Running Bridge ('rune, NEW 10Toll R&M Monorail Moist. '2) Verson Press
Brakes,20815 Ton, Cinci
141,k ford 4 - s 9.. Radial Itrill: 131 Engine I athes
Saws. K&T
N•0 :I tba-irontal Mill is ivertwai Head .41
Air Conipressors. 40 HP
Sull,nr.60 111' 1-71, 25 /IP Joy Twist:or. 100 11P Joy . Surface Grinders;
.10.000 Gallon l'roparie Storage Tanks a /Mixers. 1.l.Sti AUlOmalle
Bander, Hall Mulls: Air eluteh ()lit Presses. Minster 5g-Ton, Conrin.Tita. Press Areessorien Spot Welders, Scales, Annealing Furnace. Envinetinut Ovens, Paint
Enernelling Line;
,2
Hp Ft,zhoose Dust C,11ectors NEW Shop & Factory
ment strii e Equipment etc
Inspection Mon., Tues., Dee. 15 & 14.10.5. to 4 p.m
Terms 25% t'ash or t'ertlIkvl l'heek at lime at sale
Au,•toon-er Mr. Job. P. 41'1.-oriaer. be. No. MN
au cr Write E.Free Illustrated ('irrular
I'S 71,1.1C AUCTIONEERS,INC.
11ETRI)IT*MICHIGAN•411242
PA) Box 423415.
313-641-3121
Ilela-521-77121

r
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43. Real Eitate

Mt Executive If you were ever
lo believe an advertisement
Delieve r
ortr-1 his hand
„ome ieel is brick and wood
with *we& iron fenced court
yard Now picture this home
setting amongst dozen, it
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
aunt undeineath This spacious
home has everything game
room with free standing
ttreplace. family room with
eclat paneling brick fireplace
built in bookcases (very warm
anti ,nvitingi U-shaped kitchen
this quality cabinets and loads
it ceramic 3 bedrooms. 3 full
baths Call 753-1492 We can't
begin to tell it all! Oh yes.
owner will consider partial
and owner wants of
now' CENTURY 21 Lo,etta
4,m:ors

Punkas & Thurman
laserance &
0
Real Estate
S
a S4)10E11146(mut Sq.
Murray, Kentecky
753-4451
1

8a

t1
0
0
o

The

g

8a
0
a

../ZeZor/7/C/ZoCor../Zer./70"-31i A

1949 Dodge All original condi
lion with side boards and extra
body for parts Best reasonable
offer 901-6422217 or 901
642-8961.

PRIMI COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

reel property of Cellowey
Cowell Soil improvement
KT
Merrily
Assecenion
consisting cif 3 tracts GI lead
buildings/ in•
the
and
th
pro•eme•ts
generally described as,
NI In00000 mon of
1
Nigh wey 94 and In
Austral Road I APP•os
ISO h on Hwy 94 op
men. 250 ft on In
*atrial Reed). incbden4
5 aid/ass.
No 2 N. et tract No. 1 (Ap
pros 280 ft on In
antral Rood). imlnifin9
2 buildings feed mdl 3
metel grain bins. and 2
awe corn cribs
NW Intersection of
No 3
Sycamore end Industrial
Read and t & N LB.(Apr
pros 5 925 aula),
clationg 1200 ton belt forfalter building, aillst.
and I R string.

1973 International 1600 truck
air-conditioned power steer
ing, radio. 14 bed. $3500
753 8061

PROPI III I 1 MANALIMINI

Attache Cases

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
References,
Work.
753-0889 Day or
Night.

51. Campers

No

Looking for a home to
put on your lot? Let us
you this 2
show
bedroom home must be
moved!

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

43. Real Estate

K & K Stump Removal. Do you
18' Travel trailer for sale Almo need stumps removed from
Heights. 753-0657
your yard or land cleared of
stumps; We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
111
ground leaving only sawdust
When you want the best for
and chips Call • for free
your Wedding choose:
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
CARTER STUDIO
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
'About the same number of shoppers as last1
304 Main
7534298 • Need work on your trees? Topp
;hristmas, counting the shoplifters."
mg. pruning, shaping, COM
Custom made cabinets, music plete removal and more Call
centers, book cases, hutches BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 753
For sale Set of wheels and Reasonable 436-2566
* Country Leisure!*
8536
tires ET turbine aluminum
completely * mags unilug, Michelin radials CARPET CLEANING, free
* House
estimates, satisfied references
4
*remodeled.
14's, Gooduch radials 15's 50
EXPERIENCED
Vibia-Vac steam or dry clean
* bedrooms, full base-* series. $350. Call 753-0331
MECHANIC. All work
mg. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
feat boundaries and Neal
* ment, C.E. heat and*
guaranteed. Coll 753descriptions, to be developed
753-5827.
* air. 14' x 16' deck on *
4366 after 4 p.m. on
by Sellers and successful Bid
3 ' 1964 Chevrolet, 6 cly. 3 speed. Concrete and block work. Block
* back' 80 acres land -33 4
dors at later date Bids most
14.
weekdays.
ofor
best
$200
fair
condition.
basements.
driveways.
garages,
approx-*
▪ tendable,
be received in writing at ad
*imately 40 good * fer. Call 759-4805 or 753-8430 walks, patios, steps, free
dress below by close of
after 5 pm.
II ,
estimates Charles Barnett, Painting - Paperhangin'g
December
business,
*timber. $64,500.
General maintenance
Free
1980 Additional of
*Small well constructed * 1966 Chevelle convertible, 153-5476.
*
estimates 759-1987.
available on request. SeKers
753-3704.
Will
*home
$1495.
trade.
on
94
E.
Close
to
parking
*
areas
Driveways
and
reserve rights to reject bids.
*lake on Ps acres. Over t
white rocked and graded. Free Stop! For all your repair needs
a 1803 College fa(rn Road.
roofing carpentry, plumbing
▪600 ft. of highway fronLOUISVILLE BANK
For sale Dependable 1973 estimates. Clifford Garrison,
and electrical work, look no
▪ tage. Call today for an * Dodge Monaco wagon with p.s., 753-5429.
FOR COOPERATIVES
more' Cali; 753-9226 or '153and
*appointment. Reduced
p b., power seats and windows, Fire damaged restoration. Call
COOPERATIVE FINANCE
9623 We'll do your lob large or
to $14,500.
Michelin
radials,
AM-FM,
ac,
442-6677
or
527-1908.
ASSOCIATION
small. All work done to your
400 engine, equipped to pull,
P.O. Boo 32650
ha.*
- IM-3726
Fence sales at Sears now Call satisfaction
XI '
_
76.000 miles. $875 167-2012.
LC
- 7:21
4•9
4"
touisrile, Kentucky 10232
Sears. 153-2310 for free
.*
14•16,*Mad- 713.8 I 46
Wet basement? We make wet
1502)566.7376ot 7378
at
1970 Ford Maverick, low estimate for your needs.
any St.•••••••• 11•644••••••
*
basements dry work completemileage Best offer' Call 753- Guttering by
414324
Sears. Sears con- ly guarenteed Call or write
11361
3975
tinous gutters installed per 'Morgan
Construehon
Co.,
Murray-Calloway * 1913 Monte Carlo. 74.000 your specifications. Call Sears Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
*
County Realty
* miles. Best offer. must sell. 753-2310 for free estimate.
KY 42001. or call day or night,
*
•
759-1761.
(302)7534146
Heating refrigeration, electrical 1-442-7026
•
304N !MSc
*
1968 Mustang needs radiator. repair. _Bob Refrigeration Sec_
*
Merray, K y 42071
*
BOYD MAJORS
first $300 takes 753-8085.
vice. Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
REAL ESTATE
COURTNEY SMALL
*k117**********t
Or 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
6.
Plymouth
Duster.
slant
1972
753 8080
ENGINE REPAIR 8,
2-door, new front seat Asking Insulation blown in by Sears.
-Professional Services
SHOP ColdSAW
753-0193
after
Call
these
high
heating
$900
and
on
save
For sale by owner 80 Acres of
With The Friendly Touch"
cooling bills Call Sears, 753
water, 489-2853.
land with tobacco and feed 4.30.
2310 for free estimate
barn Call 345-2526
HAVE YOUR
•
Potential!!
CAKE AND
Prime location 1971 Bronco. 4-wheel drive
1/4
40
181
/
2 acre farm with frontage V8 standard shift, good condi 41
EAT IT
r
.1 4. *
on 3 roads 2 bedroom house lion. $2500 Call 753-5273
TOO!!!
with good well With down pay- ask for John Notching.
A sound investment
ment. owner will consider
that will pay for
Courier,.
$2150
1976
financing to qualified buyer
itself!! Modern brick
753-3704.
guaranteed.
_
Don't
delay
call
today
for
apduplex - 4 rooms,
pointment 759-1322 or 489- 1969 Chevrolet pickup. 6
bath, modern kitchen
cylinder, straight shift. step
2365
with appliances, censide short bed. $795 1973
tral heat and central
Pontiac Ventura. 6 cylinder
air cond. each side.
1980 Yamaha'Y/ 250 dot bike automatic,--2-door. $795. Call
Good
location.
$1000 Call 492-8930
489-2595.
$55,000.00
GOOD
COMMERCIAL
SITE
On Arcadia St. -(Ad,
(Wrangler. Levi and Lee)
jacent to Pickens
Elec. I - Perfect
business location, near
Central Shopping. City
One Rack Of
'411
water and city
sewerage. Appr. 50 x
285.
Each

53.Seniiies Offered

43:11eal Estate
411-.Auto. Services
**************.

41

PEOPLES ,BANK
MURRAY

111t2

NY,

49. Used Cars

Brief Cases
Also Many Other Gift Items

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.
314 Man Street
Murray Kentucky 42071
753 0123

45. Farms For Sate

50. Used Trucks

47. Motorcycles

.twwootexyme-Amowebil
z
r

A

1980 Pontiac Seabird 13,000 miles,
,ocat one owner 4 speed air conditioner..
54995.00

11_• PURDOM

•
•

15)
-

44

st,

T 1406 INN Main .153-5315

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

$2.95

Large Selection of

Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc Call 7534109

ztakcillio

225 L. P. Miller St.
Across From Community Center

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
Thurs., Fri. &Sat. 8:30-12:30

753-3685
a

HUBERT COLE'S
ANTIQUES
Beautiful handmande child's furniture, made
in golden oak, walnut, and southern pine,
from pattern of old!
Do you find items hard to get! Try us!! We have Aladden lamp parts, parts for dinner
bells and telephones.

Hubert Cole's
Antiques
4 Miles South

on Highway 641
492-8714
Hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Hubert and Foye Coles, Owners an Operators

12.95

LEVI BELTS

OldaPeemaucallas
"Abashed Customers Are Our
Main Concern"

ITT iftr rrp ftIt ft a 11)11t
BASIC JEANS

t WESTERN CI OTHES 4
4
40
HATS
4
tmany items have been marked down with
4
Ilit

60% Savings

0

ALL INSULATED BOOTS HAVE
BEEN MARKED DOWN

0

753-1222
C.:11
MI\
LIVE AND
EARN
Fight inflation with
this just listed brick
duplex with central
gas heat and central
electric air. Each side
has two bedrooms,
large living room and
kitchen-dining room
combination. Enjoy
owning your own home
and let one side help
pay your mortgage.
Priced in the mid
$40's.
GATESBOROUGH
HOME
FOR SALE OR RENT
Don't dream a home,
buy one! This lovely
home has 3 large
bedrooms with walk-in
closets, 2 baths, large
sunny kitchen with
neutral
pantry,
carpeting in all the
rooms, den has beamed ceilings, impressive fireplace, and
other extras. Attic
could be finished but
for 3-4 additional
rooms, Located in one
of Murray's best subdivisions. ..Owner
Imtransferred.
mediate possession.
Phone 753-1222, Kapperud Realty for
courteous, competent,
Real Estate Service.

7534071

4

Olympic Plaza
It' Murray, Ky.-(502)753-9885
4
4t Itlit/iiiiteDarM4Mtattit 4

Love glistens...
in a Keepsake
perfect diamond.
Like a quiet snow fall
Keepsake perfect
diamond engagement
ring speaks silently of
love. All Keepsake
perfect diamonds are
permanently registered, with a lifetime
guarantee for perfect
clarity, fine white color
and precise modern
cut. Choose from our
collection 0( 14 Karat
gold Keepsake ring
styles today.

Keepsake'
Registered Diamond Rings

Eurches Jewelry
kalklit

Free puppies! 489-2669

Good for your system

•• •
SD 1000 TWO-SPEED FR3NT
LOAD
CASSETTE DECK
Two-speed operabon • Dolbv• Noise Reduction Systern•
Extended Range Illuminated VU I leters• Super Hard
Permalloy Head• Tape Counter• Elias end
EO Settings nor
Normal C,C): and FeCr Tape • Damped
Vertical-Load Cassette Door • Fronl Panel M.c Input
and Headphone Jacks•
Total Mechanism Shut-oh •Compon,nt
Size Rack Adaptable

-Limited Supply7
Reg.

$1 7
500

S235.00

Sunset Boulevard
e•-‘
Music

K

K
Dixieland Center Mewl ft
ti -Ite
Chestnut St Murray 753-0113 r
w.
21
g RECORDS-TAPES-STEREOS;
91"271111171TIMILITIMITITITRIM

We Are Overstocked
These Items Must Go.. at Close Out Prices

*900 Sq. ff. of Mexican Tile
Makes a Great Kitchen or Entrance Floor
*Assortment and Red Brick Pattern Tile

.
4

Hamilton Tile
Contractors

4.4 4.4

7S3-9400

Dial-A-Service

Vernon's

East Side

56. Free Column

4
(4

0)
4
:Western Store:
4it

Will do plumbing, heating
roofing. painting. carpentry
Also have wood for sale Call
753-2211.

,itrutattrat.attata.nattazta.
mumam 1•440111

:

(74

t

Will haul driveway white ruck
and Ag limec also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545.or
753-6763.

533-ennces Offered

Several Colors and Patterns To Choose Frorp

.,,,,,

ie.

OPEN MONDAY'S -

53. Services Offered

Square Murray, Ky. 753-2835

(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)

Fire
911

lit Magic Hat

Robinson & Day
Painting
Contractors
753-5292
FALL SPECIAL
10% OFF
All Paint
And Labor
With This Ad)

"Chimney Sweeping In The Fine
Old Tradition"

Business 436-2731

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

Experienced Quality Work
Very Reasonable Prices

Leather Repair

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Custom Work

flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish
Shrubs

Clothing, Saddles,
Harness, Purses
8. Billfolds

753-9736

KELLEY'S TERMITE
82 PEST CONTROL
loo S. 13th St
Murray, Ky.

753-3914

Police
911

Ofincrs

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

753-5131

•OESIOM 11111lT FURNITURE
•CUSTOM BURT KITENFOI
(•B1NETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

•

**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 am.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Phine 753-5351

or 753-5352

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning Soles
Soles and Service
Wien Sheet Meted
Service Departments

753-9290

emeemememwommtmemarmeamm•Wilie

•

•Se
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Holiday Greeting Message

3.
---Services Offered

Viii do plumbing, heating.
°citing, painting, carpentry
Ilso have wood for sale. Call
'53-2211.

)6. Free Column
tee puppies' 489-2669
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464:.fo Vouldn't you like to send Holiday Greetings tofriends and loved (;)
0
ones? Then the Holiday Greeting Coupon isfor you.
00
Simplyfill in the handy paid-in-advance coupon with your .
00
0
message. It will appear in the Monday,December 22nd issue.(3
0
A special low rate is in effectfor this timely holiday service. °
4 .
0
si0 The deadlinefor mailing in your message is Friday,
- *,
0
•..i 4 ,)
December 19th. So don't delay. Share in the joy of
0
( 0
°0 Christmas by mailing us your "Seasons Greetings" today..
0
•
0
•
•
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Murray-Calloway
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ENCLOSED you will find my check, cash or money order for 8 for my
Holiday Greeting Ad to appear in the Holiday Greetings Section.

o

0
0
•

Please print thefollowing messagefor me.
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0
0
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•
•
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•
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Love,
apoo *
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SAY IT WITH A HOLIDAY
-:GREETING MESSAGE

MAIL TO:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32
Murray, Kentucky 42071
./NNI04
.

Write your own holiday greetings to friends and lured
ones. It's easy! Simply
• . .fill in tlte coupon and .s-end it
today. Your holiday message will(wear under a special,
heading in the Classified section of this newspaper on
December 22nd.

Don't wait...send.your messagNit
ads must be in our office
by December Igth.

0
/Pdme••••NOI.Mte.I

•

0
0
0
0
00
000

753-9290

:ST COPY AVAILABLE
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•

BRING YOUR MESSAGE TO THE
OFFICE IF YOU WISH!
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

I

Thadious Delaney
Dies Monday At
Local Hospital
Thadious Delaney, Murray
Route 4, died today at 5:05
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 77
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Delaney was a member
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. He was born Oct. 12,
1903, in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs, Estelle Adams Delaney,
and his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Cordie Matheney, Murray
Route 4; two sisters-in-law,
Bishop,
Mrs. Grace
Blytheville, Ark., and Mrs.
Elizabeth Bailey, Santa Ana,
Cal.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday afternoon at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with the Rev. Billy Turner officiating. The music will be by
Mrs. Oneida White, organist,
and Mrs. Eddie Outland,
violinist, who will also sing a
duet.
Pallbearers will be W. D.
Mccuiston, Glen McCuiston,
Ansel Griffin, Guthrie
Grogan, J. C. Goodman, and
Paul Jackson.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the arrangements by the Max Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call after 1 p.m.
Tuesday.

J. 0. Parker Dies
Sunday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday
J. 0. Parker, retired
groceryman of Murray and
Calloway County, died Sunday
at 10:30 a.m. at the General
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He
was 77 years of age.
Mr. Parker, his wife, and
other family members were
enroute to visit relatives at
Nashville, Tenn., when he was
stricken ill in the car about
two blocks from the General
Hospital where he died.
He was a niember,af the
Blood River Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 3, 1903, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Maneil G.Parker and Kizzie Coleman Parker. He first
started work in the U-Tote-Em
Grocery at Hazel before opening his grocery business in
Murray in 1940. He retired a
few years ago but still worked
parttime at Parker Food
Market.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Thurman Parker,
to whom he was married Dec.
5,1920; one son,Joe M.Parker
and his wife, Dorothy, 1534
London Drive, Murray; two
grandchildren, Sammy J.
Parker, 2012 College Farm
Road, Murray, and Mrs.
Rodney (Cindy) Lowe,
Gallatin, Term.; three great
grandchildren - Wendy,
Melody, and Laurie Jo
Parker.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
and James E. Cooper officiating.. Jerry Bolls, will
direct the singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Burial will follow. in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today(Monday

Jake White Dies
With Rites Today
Jake White, brother of Mrs.
Alla Mary Wright of New Concord, died Saturday at the
Parkview Nursing Home,
Paducah. He was 68 years of
age and a resident of Columbus.
Mr. White was a retired
employee of the Army Corps
of Engineers ii_hieltiphis,
Tenn.
He is survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Wright, New
Concord, and Mrs. Louis
Allen, Arlington Route 2; a
cousin, Mrs. Rama Jewell,
Clinton.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Isaacs Funeral Home, Arlington; with the Rev. Jimmy
Wallace officiating. Burial
will follow in the Clinton
Cemetery.

)..Graveside Services
Being Held Today
For Mr. Dulaney

JAYCEE PRODUCTION - Over 300 persons attended
the performance of"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,"
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway Jaycees, held Sunday,
Dec. 7, at 2 p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Ted Delaney, Jr., chairman of the project, said
the performance was enjoyed by the persons attending.
Pictured with Delaney, left, are Snow White and Joe
Kelso, president of the Jaycees, right.

Waggoner, 17, of Flemingsburg was killed in a twovehicle accident on Kentucky
165 in Fleming County, police
said. The accident occurred at
11:05 p.m. about two miles
south of Ewing.
A Clarksville, Tenn., man
was killed Saturday and
another Tennessee man was
lodged in the Todd County Jail
after A two-vehicle crash in
Todd County.
State police at Madisonville
said a car driven by Albert
Parson, 28, of Stuart, Tenn.,
was heading south on U.S. 79
about six miles north of
Guthrie when the car ran off
the road and then returned hitting another car head-on.
Police said 56-year-old
James S. Collier of Clarksville
was pronounced dead at the
scene. Collier's 30-year-old
son, Marion Collier of Todd
County, the driver, was taken
to Jenny Stuart Hospital in
Hopkinsville where he was
1.
lis-tedcrftical condtti-01Parson was being held in the
Todd County Jail on charges
degree
second
of
manslaughter and driving

under the influence. The accident occurred at 5:12 p.m.
CST.
On Friday, police said,
William T. Kirby, 49, of
Graham in Muhlenberg Cow:
ty was stuck and killed by a
pickup truck on U.S. 62 just
east of Nortonville in Hopkins
County.
Police said Kirby was walking east on the highway
- around 7 p.m.((IT)and stepped into the path of a vehicle
-driven by Floyd Hallum or
Nortonville. Kirby was taken
to the Regional Medical
Center in Madikonville where
,
he was pronounced dead.

Body Found In Car Of
Two Arrested For Robbery

Dr. Snydergaard,
Former Murrayan,
Dies At Charleston

Alex Bennett Dies
At His Residence

Humane Society
Board Of Directors
To Meet Wednesday

Hog Market

JL/
-

Shopping

car before discovering that
the
Two persons were being
held in the Lyons County Jail
pending formal arraignment
on robbery charges, Wright
said, adding that the death
was still being investigated.
In custody are Jack M.
Rawlings, 46, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., and Connie English, 31,
of Evansville,Ind.

DAV, Ladies
Auxiliary To
Have Annual Dinner
The Disabled American
Veterans, Murray Chapter 50,
and the Ladies Auxiliary will
have their annual Christmas
dinner at 6:30 p.m. Thursday,
Dec. 11, at the American
Legion Hall,101 North 6th St.
Those attending should bring a vegetable and dessert or
salad. Meat and drinks will be
furnished.
The local American Legion
Post will -host the dinner in
conjunction with the DAV.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local Interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger it Times by First of Michigan.
Corp.,al Murray,are as follows:
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynamic
Getters! Motori
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
-aHardees
Heublein
IBM
Jeri's,'
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quake- Oats
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wendy's -

-15.87
43.,,-24
4'• -i- Ix
38°,-i',
464-ii
19's-'s
10'4-'4
37*-1..
42.8-.'s
II',.',
16Iv-It
44t,...1
27 unc
66'a-l',
7Vab,2.1'sa
16"..'s
4:',-'s
27.s t I.

ra...,
.
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In by nine,
out byfive.
With surgery ajtween.
It's called outpatient or same-day sry. And
it's one of the many programs Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky support to help keep health care
costi down.
You just schedule your surgery, have your operation, and
°
go'home the same day.
Compared to inpatient surgery, you spend less time away
from your family and job. And best of all, outpatient
surgery-saves-money by eliminating the hospital-stay. 25%
to 75% of the expense can be saved.
.Outpatient surgery is not just for minor problems either.
Thanks to improved surgical techniques many operations
that once involved several days in a hospital can be
handled on this same-day basis. And you receive the same
professional, quality care as you would on an inpatient
basis.
So, if you need surgery, check with your doctor to see if
your procedure can be handled on an outpatient basis. It'll
save you time arid help hold down health care costs for all
of us.
With the many advances in medical-technology..:today.
would be a good time-fbr you to check your health care
benefits to see ((they will help meet today's costs. Write us for
information 9901 Linn Station Road, Louisville. KY 40223

VA

Blue Goss
Blue Shield
Delta Dental
of Unlucky

All of us helping each of us.

46..-31,
11b,133ta

Christmas Special
qraham
&
Jackson
• & Tops
Velour Shirts
20o/ Off Reg. Denim Levi's $1 4°°
V-Necks, Placket Fronts,
Button Fronts, Zip Fronts
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP, - said Friday.
duties, without the inspections
Becht said the department and
A suit to end its payments for
reports, would not be
consulting-engineer in- can inspect the toll roads with significant, he said.
spections and insurance its own personnel. Terms of
The state would, in effect,
coverage of the state's toll the toll-road bond indentures have • self-insurance on tollroads has been field by the would still require a con- road bridges and
structures,state Department ol sulting engineer, but the Becht said.
Transportation.
If court rulings favor the
department, the savings apparently would be more than
$300,000 a year, assuming no
future losses to bridges or
structures that otherwise ACROSS
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At Least Six Die In Accidents

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)State Police report that at
least six persons have died in
- weekend accidents on Kentucky highways.
The fatalities raise the
state's traffic toll to 756,compared with 830 through Dec. 7,
1979.
Hanley D. Howard Jr., 23, of
Manchester was killed shortly
before 1 a.m. Sunday when the
car he was driving ran off U.S.
421 in Clay County about one
mile north of Manchester,
police said.
----Mso-on Sunday, Curtis W.
Maddingly, 20, • of . Owensboro
Mrs. Clinton (Lucille Teter)
was killed in a two-vehicle ac-Moore,61, Of Murray Route 5,
cident on Kentucky 54 in
Croppie Hollow Area I, died
Daviess County, pohce said.
Saturday at 4:45 p.m. at the
The accident occurred at 1:34
Murray-Calloway County
a.m. about 1'2- miles east of
Hospital.
Dermont.
She was a member of a BapPolice said, - • William F.
tist church. Born March 26,Deaton, 18, of Cresent Springs
1919, in Fayette-County, Ill,was struck Iva car and killed
she was the .daughter of the
while walking along Butter_lateHomer _Teter _and _Fay_
ottilk Pikein Cresent-Springs.
Casey Teter. She was a former
The accident occurred at 2:35
resident of Mulberry Grove;
a.m. Sunday and Deaton died
about two hours later.
Graveside
services
for
Mrs. Moore is survived by
On Saturday, Martin A.
her husband, Clinton Moore.; James Randell Dulaney,
two sisters, Mrs. Lorraine formerly of Murray,are being
Helfer, Taylor Springs, Ill., held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
and Mrs. Lucella Ballard, Murray City Cemetery with
Ramsey, Ill.; brother, Charlie Chaplain Harold B. Howard
Teter, Taylorsville, Ill.; half officiating.
Pallbearers are Jack GardLONE QAK, Ky. (AP) brother, Carl Casey,
_ ne_ r, Auburn Wells, 4, C'• Macl- Kentucky State Police report
The funeral- will be held dox, Sid Easley, Will H. that the body of an - UnidenTuesday at 2 p.m. at the Whitnell, and Dub Russell. tified man was found ih the
chapel of the Ripperdan The J. H. Churchill Funeral back seat of a car belonging to
Funeral Home, Mulberry Home is in charge of the ar- two persons arrested in connection with an armed robGrove, Ill., with burial to rangements.
Mr. Dulaney, 72, of Clinton, bery of a McCracken County
follow in the Noffsinger
drug store.
N. C.,died there Saturday.
Cemetery there.
Trooper Richard Wright,
He is survived by his wife,
In charge of the local arrangements was the Max Mrs. Mary Margaret Holland spokeman for the state police
Dulaney, Clinton, N. C.; his post at Mayfield, said about
Churchill Funeral Home.
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. $100 dollars worth of drugs
and Mrs. Robert Ohly, and were stolen Saturday at gungrandson, John Ohly, Rich- point from the Lone Oak Pharmond, Va.; one sister, Mrs. macy.
The robbery occurred
Forrest Horton, and one
brother, John Walter Dulaney, around 7 p.m. CST and some
Word has been received of both of Paducah; cousin, Mrs. 20 minutes later state police
the death of Dr. P. Rex James Hart, niece, Mrs. spotted a car reported to have
Syndergaard of Charleston, Robert (Peggy) Brown, and been near the robbery scene,
Ill., formerly of Murray, who brother-in-law, Preston Wright said. •'
Several state troopers
died at a hospital in St. Louis, Holland,all of Murray.
began chasing the car and
Me.. on Saturday.
finally forced it to stop some
Dr. Syndergaard was the
20 minutes later on Interstate
dean of men and professor
24 about two miles west of Edhistory at Murray State ColAlex Bennett, retired dyville, he said.
lege from 1946 to 1954. He was
"The suspects stopped the
the dean of men from 1956 to. employee of the Kentucky1980 and professor of history 'Tennessee Clay • Company, car and the officers asked
died
Thursday
at
his
home
at
them to get out," Wright said.
from 1961 to 1970 at Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Route 2, Paris, Tenn. He was "They heard a shot inside the
75 years of age.
car and again asked the
111.
Born Aug. 9,„1905, in Henry suspects to exit."
He is survived tby his wife,
Amen and a woman got out
Patricia, four children, and County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Charlie Bennett and of the car, but police saw a
six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Nan Berkley Bennett. He was man in the back seat, he said.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the a member of the United Officers fired tear gas into the
chapel of the Caudill Funeral Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Home at Charleston, Ill.
Mrs. Bertha E. Steele Bennett, to whom he was married
on Oct. 25, .1926; one son,
Charles W. Bennett, Paris,
Federal-State Market News Service
['member 8. 1980
Tenn.; one sister, Miss Cecil,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
The Humane Society will
Bennett, and one brother,
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1218 Est 550 Barrows &
Alvis Bennett, both of have a board of directors
GlIts steady Sows steady $1 00 higher
meeting on Wednesday, Dec.
Puryear,Tenn.
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$45 75-16 25
US 2 210-2r0
84550-45 75
The funeral was held Satur- 10: at noon at Pagliai's
US 2-3 240-260 Ito
645 25-45 50
day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of Restaurant. This will be a
US 2-1 250-270 Ito
144 25-45 25
!VMS
the McEvoy Funeral Home, dutch treat luncheon and all
US I
270-350 Ibis
$34381.3; 00
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Boston of Murray officiating. annual event. For reservaI-150045011..
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Burial was in the Oak Hill tions call Carol Barrett 753115 2-;1300-5110
*85.40-3600
4065 by Tuesday.
Boars 11 50.1.100
Cemetery.

Mrs. Moore Dies
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Planned Tuesday
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